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1
1.1

Introduction

CONTEXT OF PROJECT

Typhoon Offshore (‘Typhoon’) intends to realize three adjacent offshore wind farms in the Netherlands
part of the North Sea continental shelf. The wind farms are located north of the Ems-Dollard, situated
along the boundary with the German part of the continental shelf and connected by a 220 kV export cable
to a Gemini 220/380 kV transformer station (also yet to be realized) in the Eemshaven. From there, a 380
kV cable connection will run to the junction in the TenneT 380 kV transformer station Oudeschip in the
Eemshaven. From the Oudeschip station, the electricity will run via a national mains transmission network
to (end) users.
The area in which the Gemini wind farms are to be built lies about 56 kilometres north/northwest of the
Wadden islands Schiermonnikoog and Rottumerplaat, in the Exclusive Economic Zone (‘EEZ’) 1 of the
Netherlands – beyond the country's territorial waters. Part of the export cable route lies in the territorial
waters of the Netherlands (within the 12-mile zone), partly including an area contested between the
Netherlands and Germany. Within the 3-mile zone (the former territorial border), the Ems-Dollard Treaty
(‘EDV’) applies. The EDV regulates the joint management of the EDV area by the Netherlands and
Germany. A number of management tasks are assigned to Germany, others to the Netherlands. For tasks
not covered in the treaty, the treaty contains process rules, including consulting the (Dutch/German) EmsDollard Treaty Committee.
Permits by virtue of the Public Works (Management of Water Control Structures) Act (Wbr) are in place
fore each of the stated wind farms, including the projected cable routes to Eemshaven seaport. A project
EIA and Appropriate Assessment were drawn up earlier for this, per farm. The Wbr permits are
irrevocable and currently apply by virtue of transitional rules and Water Act permits. SDE (Renewable
Energy Production Incentive Schemes) subsidies have been awarded to the two outer wind farms
(Buitengaats and ZeeEnergie), thereby making the realization and exploitation feasible. The Wbr permits
served as preconditions for obtaining these subsidies. These subsidies are subject to the condition that the
farms are realized promptly.

1

Since 28 April 2000, the Netherlands claims an exclusive economic zone (EEZ) stretching beyond the Dutch territorial

waters (the 12-mile zone). Within the EEZ, the Netherlands exercises sovereign rights with regard to e.g. the exploration
and exploitation of natural riches, the construction and use of systems and structures (source:
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Typhoon uses the project name “Gemini” to refer to the two aforementioned wind farms. Gemini is the Latin term used
as the sign of the Zodiac of the same name (twins). Hence hereinafter the project is referred to as “Gemini” or “Gemini
(wind) farms”.

Meanwhile the design of the wind farms and cable connections has been optimized. A change in the
current Wbr and Water Act permit is applied for in this respect2. That change will include the coastal
landfall and crossing with primary dike structure, currently not yet permitted. Some of this change is
subject to an Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA).
In addition, a government-imposed zoning plan amendment (RIP) will be drawn up for the 220 and 380
kV export cables in designated territorial area (Municipality of Eemsmond3). The decision-making
regarding (changes to) projects in the EEZ requires an AA, insofar as this can have an impact on Natura
2000. For this reason, an EIA plan must be drawn up for the RIP.
Hence it has been decided to draw up a single, integral and up-to-date EIA plan/project with an AA,
which will serve as a basis for all decisions within the framework of the Gemini project and subject to an
EIA and for decisions that require an AA.
The location of the two wind farms Buitengaats and ZeeEnergie and the permitted projected route for the
export cable is outlined in Figure 1 on the next page.

1.2

OBJECTIVE OF THE EIA

The EIA provides the environmental information required for Gemini project decisions subject to an EIA.
At planning level, this is the government-imposed zoning plan amendment (RIP) for the projected export
cable routes in designated territorial area (Municipality of Eemsmond), which will be drawn up by the
Dutch Ministry of Economic Affairs, Agriculture and Innovation (EL&I), in consultation with the Dutch
Ministry of Infrastructure and the Environment (I&M).
At project level, this includes the changes to the former Wbr, currently the Water Act permits of
ZeeEnergie CV and Buitengaats CV, for the Gemini wind farms and cable connections to the mainland,
including coastal landfalls and crossings of the primary dike structure.
The information in the EIA is partly used to substantiate the (application for the) required environmental
permit for the Gemini Switching and transformer station in Eemshaven port and the exemptions required
by virtue of the provincial environmental by-law for the projected cable route in provincially divided
waters.
The Appropriate Assessment attached as appendix to the EIA is used for both RIP decision-making (by
virtue of section 19j of the Nature Conservation Act) and the permits by virtue of section 19d of the Nature
Conservation Act, for activities in territorial area that can have an impact on Natura 2000. The
Appropriate Assessment is also used for the decision-making of the aforesaid changes to the Water Act
permits, for activities outside territorial area that can have an impact on Natura 2000.
The information from the Appropriate Assessment is partly used to substantiate the (applications for the)
required exemptions under the Flora and Fauna Act.

2

A waterway application for change and expansion is requested for each wind farm.

3

The territory of Eemsmond expands into the Waddenzee / ems Dollard and the North Sea costal zone.
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Figure 1: Wbr permitted wind farms Gemini (blue and orange section) and permitted projected cable route (red line),
territorial waters border (black dotted line), Dutch-German border (black line) and Eems Dollard treaty area (section
hatched in red).

1.3

THE EIA PROCEDURE

The adoption of the zoning plan amendment and the change to the Water Act permits requires completion
of the extended EIA procedure. This procedure and its relation with the zoning plan amendment is
summarized in Figure 2, followed by a brief explanation.
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Figure 2 Diagram of extended EIA procedure and zoning plan amendment

Public notification
The EIA procedure was kicked off with a public notification and availability for inspection of the EIA
Notification of Intent for the Gemini projected cable route(s), on 24 November 2011. A public information
evening was held in Groningen on 8 December 2011. By doing so, every party has been given the
opportunity to submit its written response opinion on the necessary scope and level of detail of the EIA.
The Notification of Intent only related to the EIA for the RIP, for the cable connection in designated
territorial area (Municipality of Eemsmond). After the Notification of Intent was issued, it was decided to
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also adjust the design of the wind farms, requiring a change to the Water Act permits currently in place.
Hence an additional public notification was available for inspection from 13 July to 25 August, in which it
was indicated that the EIA will also relate to an update of the design of the wind farms.
Consultation
In addition to the public consultation by means of the aforesaid notifications, the administrative bodies
and legal advisors involved in the planning process have been consulted regarding the necessary scope
and level of detail of the EIA.
Recommendation regarding Scope and level and detail
The EIA Committee has drawn up a recommendation regarding the necessary scope and level of detail of
the EIA. The written response opinions and recommendations provided have been included therein.
EIA
The EIA, which provides the environmental information for decisions subject to the EIA (the RIP and the
Water Act permits), has partly been drawn up on the basis of the recommendations obtained. Within the
EIA, a distinction has been made in the description of the environmental impacts per wind farm and the
(bundled) projected export cable routes.
Making available for inspection and review
The objective of the EIA procedure is to give the environmental interest due consideration in the decisionmaking process. This EIA contains the environmental information for the decision-making regarding the
RIP and the change to the Water Act permits for the Gemini wind farms. It will be made available for
inspection for a period of 6 weeks, simultaneously with the RIP design and implementation decrees.
During this period, every party is given the opportunity to submit its written response opinion on the
decision-making process and the substantiation thereof. During that same period, the remaining
administrative bodies and legal advisors will be consulted. The independent EIA Committee will issue an
advisory opinion regarding the EIA.
WRITTEN RESPONSE OPINIONS CAN BE SUBMITTED IN WRITING TO:
Inspraakpunt MER Gemini
Bureau Energieprojecten
Postbus 223
2250 AE Voorschoten The Netherlands

Follow-up procedure
Insofar as the written response opinions and recommendations give rise to this, the Ministry of EL&I, in
consultation with the Ministry of I&M, can adjust the RIP, after which the final RIP will be adopted by the
Minister of EL&I. The views and recommendations can also give rise to adjustment of the implementation
decrees coordinated by the Minister. The RIP and the implementation decrees can be appealed against via
the Administrative Jurisdiction Division of the Council of State, which, in principle, decides within 6
months.
CROSS-BORDER EIA
The UN treaty on cross-border EIA was formed in Espoo (Finland), on 25 February 1991. The essence of the Espoo
treaty is that, in the event of possible cross-border environmental consequences, the public and the authorities in the
other country can be involved in the EIA procedure in due time, thereby offering comparable opportunities to comment
(public consultation).
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The intended activities are located near the border with German and partly in the Ems-Dollard treaty area. In view of
this, the summary of this EIA will also be translated into German and made available for inspection in that country
also.
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2
2.1

Alternatives
INTRODUCTION

Within the EIA, alternatives have been sought for the wind farms and export cables. This chapter first
describes the alternatives for the wind farms, in section 2.2. Section 2.3 discusses the alternatives to the
export cables.

2.2

BUITENGAATS AND ZEEENERGIE WIND FARMS

Location of the wind farms
The intended planning area for both wind farms is located approx. 66 km north of the Dutch mainland and
approx. 56 km north/northwest of the Schiermonnikoog and Rottumerplaat Wadden islands, outside the
12-mile zone in the Dutch Exclusive Economic Zone (EEZ). The water-depth near Buitengaats Wind Farm
varies between 29 and 35 m compared to the average low-water spring and between 33 and 36 near
ZeeEnergie Wind Farm. The planning area for Buitengaats measures approx. 33 km² and that for
ZeeEnergie approx. 32 km².
The search for a suitable location for the two wind farms largely depends on the possibilities and
impossibilities of spatial use at the North Sea. The location borders have been established on the basis of
maximum avoidance of conflicts with existing rights of use.
Setup of the wind farms
The main impact in terms of environmental aspects is determined by the configuration (setup) of the wind
turbines in the park. This setup, which allows for a variety of organizational alternatives, depends on:


Number of turbines.



Interspacing between turbines.



Capacity per turbine.



Total surface area required.

In 2009, a total of 7 different organizational alternatives were studied in terms of the setup of the
Buitengaats and ZeeEnergie Wind Farms. The differences between these organizational alternatives can be
found in one or more of the stated aspects: the number of turbines, the interspacing between the turbines,
the capacity per turbine and the wind farm surface area. A number of aspects of the current preferential
alternative (PA) differ from the alternatives investigated at the time. The organizational alternatives are
explained in Table 1 and Table 2 .
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Table 1 organizational alternatives for wind farm Buitengaats
Organizational

Number of

Capacity per

Total capacity

Wind farm

alternatives Buitengaats

turbines

turbine (MW)

(MW)

surface area (ha)

PA

75

4

300

3300

Organizational option 7D/5

78

5

390

4466

Organizational option 5D

78

5

390

2500

Organizational option 12D

32

5

160

4466

60

5

300

4466

105

5

525

4466

78

3

234

4466

78

7

546

4466

Total capacity

Wind farm

MW

Ecologic organizational
option (with Avifauna)
Economic organizational
option
Organizational option 7D/3
MW
Organizational option 7D/7
MW

Table 2 Organizational alternatives for wind farm ZeeEnergie
Organizational

Number of

Capacity per

alternatives ZeeEnergie

turbines

turbine (MW)

PA

75

4

300

3200

Organizational option 7D/5

80

5

400

4300

Organizational option 5D

78

5

390

2110

Organizational option 12D

28

5

140

4300

Ecologic organizational

65

5

325

4300

105

5

525

4300

80

3

240

4300

80

7

560

4300

surface area (ha)

MW

option (with Avifauna)
Economic organizational
option
Organizational option 7D/3
MW
Organizational option 7D/7
MW

Surface areas of the wind farms
After the EIAs had been made available for inspection in 2009, a written response opinion on the EIA was
submitted by the Bundesamt für Seeschifffahrt und Hydrographie. This written response opinion was
included by the competent authority in the decision on the Wbr permits for the wind farms. The
competent authority concludes that due to the location of the farm near the eastbound traffic lane of TSS
‘German Bight Western Approach’ traffic is impeded, as a result of which the full width of the TSS cannot
be used effectively. Consequently, the northern section of 1.3 nautical miles of the requested wind farm
will not be permitted. Therefore, the total surface area of the preferential alternative is clearly smaller
compared to that of organizational option 7D. The impacts of the wind farm on the basis of the adjusted
surface area have not been studied separately. Since the permitted wind farm is smaller than the
alternatives that have been studied, the impact of the permitted wind farm falls within the bandwidth of
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the alternatives that have been studied. Hence in this EIA, the new preferential alternative has been
compared to the old alternatives studied in 2009.
Foundation of the wind turbines
The wind turbines can be realized with e.g. mono-pile, tri-pile, three-legged jacket, four-legged jacket and
gravity foundations. Figure 3 shows examples of these different foundation methods. In view of the
different surface occupancy measurements, the different foundation methods also have a different
environmental impact on sea organisms and different effects in terms of visibility above the waterline,
which in its turn affects the aspects barrier effect/bird collisions and maritime safety.

Figure 3: Simplified representation of mono-pile, tri-pile, jacket and gravity

Model of the wind farms
In terms of the model of the wind farms, there are a number of aspects that do not include any variables.
These aspects are listed in the table below.
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Table 3 Model aspects for which there are no variants.
Models aspect
Shaft height of the wind farms

90-100 m

Lighting and beaconing of the wind

Flashing yellow light, continuous red light at the nacelle

farms
Anti-corrosion measures

External corrosion protection: ICCP (impressed current cathodic protection).
Electrons are pressed onto the steel of the foundation, thereby strongly
reducing the chemical corrosion process. After a brief period of time, as a
result of the negative load, a protective layer of calcium carbonate (limestone)
appears on the steel surface, further improving the protective effect.

Anti-erosion measures

Active erosion protection is formed by a filter layer of stones through which the
mono-piles are driven. Subsequently, this layer will be covered by a layer of
coarser stones.

Dimensions of the platform

Size approx. 1,225 m2 with 4 piles for the foundation.

complex
Foundation method

Pile-driven with scare measures (use of pingers) and soft start procedure.

Removal of turbines and erosion

Complete removal of constructions above the sedimentary area. Trimming of

protection

the mono-piles at a level of at least 1 m below the sedimentary area. Leaving
the cables in the seabed.

Construction of the wind farms
The organizational alternatives only differ from each other in terms of construction time. Each wind
turbine requires two net days of construction time for the foundation and another two days for the
erection of the turbine. During the installation of the foundation, piles are driven for a maximum of 4
hours per 48-hour period (8.3%).
Organizational option

PA

7D

5D

12D

Ecologic

Economic

Number of turbines

75

78

78

32

60

105

Construction time (net days)

300

312

312

128

240

420

Pile-driving time (hours)

300

468

468

192

360

630

Table 4 Construction times (net) and pile-driving times (total, net) for the mono-pile foundation of the PA and the tripile foundations for the other organizational alternatives

2.3

EXPORT CABLES

Projected route alternatives
The cables of the Gemini farms in sea run onto land up to the switching and transformer station. The
landfall of the cable systems and the connection of the electricity to the public grid are established in the
Eemshaven industrial area. In order to facilitate a proper decision-making process, multiple realistic
alternatives for the projected route of the cables to the Gemini farms have been studied. One of the
projected routes were studied is the route for which a Wbr permit has already been issued. In addition to
this projected route, other realistic options have been taken into consideration.
As part of the EIA, a total of three projected route alternatives, from the Gemini wind farms to the
Eemshaven seaport, have been studied. The projected route alternatives that have studied are:


Permitted projected route



Optimized projected route



Ballonplaat projected route
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The optimized and Ballonplaat projected routes are illustrated in Figure 4 on the next page.
Landfall alternatives
The switching and transformer station to which the cables of the wind farms are connected is located on
the eastside of the Eemshaven industrial area. Two landfall alternatives are offered to reach the switching
and transformer station. Both landfalls can be used in combination with all projected route alternatives.
Hence the landfalls have only been compared with the reference situations and that part of the projected
route where the landfall alternatives split away from the permitted, optimized and Ballonplaat projected
routes. The projected route landing on the west side of the shore is illustrated in Figure 5 by means of a
yellow dotted line (see page 15). The projected route running through the seabed for longer and landing
on the eastside of the Eemshaven port is indicated by means of a blue line.
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Figure 4 Areas and different installation technologies optimized projected route (left) and Ballonplaat projected route
(right)
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Figure 5: Landfall alternatives

Distribution alternatives
The cable is buried across the entire projected route. This is to protect the cable. In certain parts of the
projected route, a trench is dug which the cable is placed in. This trench is dredged in order to realize the
necessary underground depth. When the trench is dredged sediment is produced, which can be deposited
in two different ways.


Immediately next to the trench



At a deposit location as indicated by the Directorate-General for Public Works and Water Management

Type of electricity and number of cables
The current Wbr permit is based on alternating current (AC) cables. The choice for alternating or direct
current depends on the manner in which the technological challenges can be solved. The length of the
cable plays a major role therein. As a rule, applying a direct current would be more economical across
larger distances. The cables losses are smaller in the event of DC. However, this requires the use of
onshore and offshore converters. The cable length borders on the technological possibilities of a direct
current cable without intermediary station. The three possible execution variants taken into consideration
in this EIA are illustrated in a diagram, in the figure below.
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Figure 6 Diagram of direct and alternating current execution variants

Installation technologies per projected route section
The projected routes can be divided into the following three areas in which different installation
technologies are used. These areas are shown in Figure 4:
1.
Wadden Sea;
2.

Above the islands;

3.

Offshore.

Within the Wadden Sea area, an eastern or western landfall can be opted for, involving different landfall
technologies. The installation technologies used for the entire projected route are:


Cable trenching. A cable trencher digs a narrow trench (maximum width of 1 metre) in which the prelaid cable is placed in a single motion, after which the trench is filled.



Dredging. A dredger mixes water with the seabed sediment and pumps this up to the ship's bin.
Thereafter, the ship sails to the predefined location and deposits the seabed sediment by opening its
bottom doors.



Remote Operated Vehicle (ROV). An ROV is unmanned and is operated from the cable installation
ship. At the seabed, the ROV will ride over the cable longitudinally and lower the cable into the seabed
by means of fluidisation.

In addition, the following activities can be distinguished within the projected route:
4.

Connecting cables;

5.

Crossing existing cables and pipelines by means of horizontal directional drilling (HDD);

6.

Overhead crossing of existing cables and pipelines.
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3
3.1

Impact comparison
INTRODUCTION

After a verification of the alternatives to the objective of the project, this chapter discusses the impact
comparison. First we look at the effects of the alternatives for the wind farms, then at the effects of the
alternatives for export cables.

3.2

OBJECTIVE

Sustainable energy becomes increasingly important

At European level, the Netherlands have made agreements about an objective for sustainable energy in
2020. According to the Renewable Energy Directive, the Netherlands should be consuming 14% of its
energy via sustainably generated energy by 2020 .
Table 5 in section 3.3.1 shows that all organizational options contribute to achieving national and
international objectives with regard to the production and consumption of regenerative energies and with
regard to climate protection, by reducing the emission of gases that harm the climate. The Gemini wind
farms make a substantial contribution. It is most favourable in the economic alternative (+++) and least
favourable in alternative 12D (+). For the PA, the given production output of both parks is a joint 600 MW.
The anticipated annual electricity production is 2.4 TWh, which is nearly 2% of the current electricity
consumption in the Netherlands, or more than 0.4 percentage point of electricity consumption in the
Netherlands, which the objective of 14% sustainable energy in 2020 relates to.
As for the profitability of the wind farms, only 2 of them are profitable. This concerns the PA and
organizational option 7D. Both farms are given a positive score (++). As the other organizational options
are not regarded as profitable under the given circumstances, they score slightly negatively compared to
the current situation (-). The organizational option is not economically profitable either. It has the highest
return, but also the highest costs.

3.3

SUMMARY OF IMPACT DESCRIPTION WIND FARMS

3.3.1

IMPACT COMPARISON

Table 5 visualizes every environmental impact for the organizational options. A summary of the impacts
for each aspect is given underneath the table. In the table, a score is given for all environmental aspects,
with the exception of nature, in accordance with a 7-point scale that indicates in which direction (negative
or positive) the impact points in relation to the reference situation ('Ref').
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Due to the complexity of the impacts and corresponding restrictions to translate them into a qualitative
score table, it has been decided to apply a ranking order in the organizational options for nature with
regard to the wind farm, and to show them in a separate table. We have used Roman numerals for this.
The 'I' indicates that an option has the highest ranking order and therefore scores best, while 'V' is the
worst. To get a quick idea of the proportions, the parks that score a I or II are shown in pale blue, those
that score a IV or V are shown in dark blue, while those that score a III are shown in medium blue.
Impact comparison wind farm configurations
The impacts of Buitengaats wind farm do not differ from those of ZeeEnergie wind farm. Table 5 therefore
reflects the impacts of both Buitengaats wind farm and ZeeEnergie wind farm. The impact descriptions
underneath the table give the cumulative impacts of the Gemini parks with Clearcamp wind farm for the
relevant aspects (nature, maritime safety).
Aspect

Criteria

Ref

Energy output,

Energy output and

emissions and

emissions avoided

profitability

Profitability

PA

7D

5d

12D

Econ

Ecol

0

++

++

++

+

+++

++

0

++

++

-

-

-

-

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

External impact

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Cancelled disruptions

0

+

+

+

+

+

+

Direct impact

0

-

-

-

-

-

-

Disruption of the seabed -

0

-

-

-

-

-

-

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

External effect

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Collision/impact frequency

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Collision/impact frequency

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Use of space

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Impact on cultural history

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Sediment

Constru

Disruption of the seabed

and

ction

and water column - direct

/geomorp

impact

hology/

Disruption of the seabed

hydrology

and water column indirect impact

Operatio
n

current patterns
Disruption of the seabed heating

Maritime and safety

per MWh
Other impact

Impact on
landscape/visibility

and archaeology
Table 5 Overview of impact scores for organizational options Buitengaats and ZeeEnergie

The table above shows that in terms of profitability, only the PA and organizational option 7D are realistic
options (see 'Verification of the objective', section 3.2). As for the other aspects, any impact on the
sediment, geomorphology and hydrology aspect occurs in the use phase only. There is no distinguishing
impact between the options. With regard to the nature aspect, the organizational options do show
distinguishing impacts in both the construction and use phases. Sections 3.3.2 to 3.3.5 contain a summary
and an impact comparison for all aspects that have been studied. The 'Energy output, emissions and
profitability' aspect is summarized in section 3.2, 'Verification of the objective'.
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Aspect

Criteria

Ref

PA

7D

5D

12D

Econ

Ecol

Nature

Birds/Co

Assessment collision risk

III

III

III

I

IV

II

nstructio

Assessment barrier effect

III

III

III

I

IV

II

n
Birds/Us

Assessment collision risk

III

III

III

I

IV

II

e

Assessment barrier effect

IV

II

IV

I

V

III

Sea

Health threat

II

II

II

I

III

II

mammal

Disruption

II

II

II

I

III

II

s/Constr

Deterioration of the habitat

III

III

II

I

IV

III

uction

External effect

I

II

II

I

III

II

Sea

Disruption

II

II

I

II

III

II

Improvement of the habitat

I

I

II

I

I

I

Fish

Direct damage/escape behaviour

II

III

II

I

IV

II

/Constru

Direct damage/loss of habitat

II

III

I

II

V

IV

ction

Indirect damage

II

III

I

II

V

IV

External effect

II

III

III

I

V

II

mammal
s/
Operatio
n

Fish/Use

Attraction

II

II

III

IV

I

III

Loss of habitat

III

III

III

I

IV

II

Avoidance

II

III

II

I

IV

II

Benthos/

Direct damage/loss of habitat

II

III

I

II

V

IV

Constru

Indirect damage

II

III

II

III

II

IV

Benthos/

Positive impact

I

I

II

I

I

I

Use

Loss of habitat

III

III

III

I

IV

II

Changing habitat

II

III

II

I

IV

III

ction

Table 6 Overview of ranking order of organizational options Buitengaats and ZeeEnergie

The table with ranking orders for the nature aspect show that the impacts on nature are generally equal for
the PA, option 7D and option 12D (a lot of I and II places; 12D in particular has a lot of I) and that the
economic option scores worst (places IV or V relatively often). All impact on nature should for that matter
be balanced, as it will be minimal even in the worst-case scenario (see also section 3.3.1).
Impact comparison foundation options
Apart from the difference in impact as a result of the configuration of the wind farms, we also looked at
the difference caused by the foundations of the wind turbines. Again, the impacts of Buitengaats wind
farm do not differ from those of ZeeEnergie wind farm. Table 7 therefore reflects the impacts of both
Buitengaats wind farm and ZeeEnergie wind farm. The type of foundation only affects the aspects of
nature (fish and Benthos) and sediments, geomorphology and hydrology.
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Tripod

Gravity foundation

IV

II

II

I

Direct damage/loss of habitat

II

I

I

III

V

Attraction

III

III

I

IV

II

Loss of habitat

II

I

I

III

V

III

IV

II

II

I

Direct damage/loss of habitat

II

I

I

III

V

Indirect damage

I

I

I

I

II

Attraction

III

III

I

IV

II

Loss of habitat

II

I

I

III

V

Direct damage/loss of habitat

II

II

I

III

V

Indirect damage

I

I

I

I

II

Loss of habitat

II

I

I

III

V

Changing habitat

I

II

I

II

III

II

II

I

III

V

I

I

I

I

II

II

I

I

III

V

I

II

III

Sea

Direct damage/escape

mammals/Construction

behaviour

Sea mammals/Use

Fish/Construction

Direct damage/escape
behaviour

Fish/Use

Benthos/Construction

Benthos/Use

Sediment and

Construction/removal

Disruption of the seabed and

/geomorphology/

water column - direct impact

hydrology

Disruption of the seabed and
water column - indirect impact
Operation

Direct impact
Disruption of the seabed current patterns

Mono-pile

III

Criteria

Nature

Tri-pile

Aspect

Jacket

English Summary EIA Gemini windfarms

I

1

II

Table 7 Overview of impact scores for foundation options Buitengaats and ZeeEnergie

The table above shows that the mono-pile (part of the PA) and tri-pile (part of 7D) show no distinguishing
impact for most aspects. The impact descriptions of the mono-pile and tri-pile have been incorporated in
full in the impact descriptions in sections 3.4.2 and 3.4.3 where relevant.

3.3.2

NATURE

(Migrating) birds
Construction
The impact on bird stocks and bird migration as a result of building activities can be seen in the immediate
vicinity of the construction site, with most of the impact being caused by the presence of vessels and
equipment and very little of it by noise emissions. Most of the noise emissions during construction occur
when the foundations are being piled. As construction at the wind farm takes place in single locations
only, noise emissions will only have a small-scale impact.
These differences in execution are likely to be very small throughout the construction period. The number
of turbines of the PA is smaller than the 5D and 7D options. The economic option too has more turbines
than the PA. The 12D and ecologic options have fewer turbines and therefore score slightly higher in the
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ranking order (I and II respectively). With about the same number of turbines (78) as the PA and 7D,
option 5D has been scheduled for a smaller surface area (25 km² at Buitengaats). All three of them score III
in the ranking order. The economic option (IV) is the least favourable one, due to having the highest
number of turbines. The construction phase, and with that the disruption caused by visual unrest, light,
noise and vibrations, will therefore be longer than for all other options.
Operation
During the operating phase, the wind turbines may lead to collisions and as such, the death of birds. The
planning of the wind farms and organizational options already takes into account one important element
of the collision risk, namely the direction of the rows and the corridors. All of the proposed options have
been planned in such a way that their setup is ideal for bird migration (main migration direction, here:
22.5°), thereby achieving a maximum shadow effect for the suggested options, and reducing the collision
risk to a minimum. As for the collision risk, option 12D (I), due to having the lowest number of turbines,
has the least consequences, followed by the ecologic option (III). With an average collision risk (III),
options 5D and the PA are comparable. The PA has fewer turbines than wind farm options 5D and 7D and
a smaller corridor between the turbines than 7D. Excessively narrow corridors may cancel out the positive
impact on the collision risk of the smaller number of turbines, as a result of which the PA and 5D and 7D
options are comparable again.
The economic option shows the highest collision risk (IV), due to having the highest number of turbines.
The barrier effect of a wind farm may predominantly depend on the total surface area of that wind farm.
Also, the barrier effect may be enhanced by the 'compactness' of the wind farm as a result of the distance
between the rows of turbines. So far, very little is known about at what size a wind farm starts to form an
obstacle for birds or how large the distances or corridors have to be for birds to be able to fly through the
wind farm. A number of studies show that this differs per species.
Option 5D and the ecologic option stand out in a positive way. In the case of option 5D, this is because of
the less space it takes up compared to the other options, and the (anticipated) corresponding minor barrier
effect. This may have a positive impact, both when birds fly around and through the wind farm. With
regard to the collision risk, the ecologic option is the second-best option, as it has fewer turbines and is less
compact. Thanks to its wide corridors, this option scores better than the PA, the 7D options and the
ecologic option. Option 12D will possibly have the lowest barrier effect of all options because of the
greater distances (wider corridors) between the rows. The economic option should be classed as the least
favourable (V); taking up the same amount of space, it has the largest number of turbines and forms a
'more compact' obstacle.
Cumulative impact Buitengaats, ZeeEnergie and Clearcamp
The birds that are protected as summer birds in the Natura 2000 areas may experience cumulative impacts
of multiple wind farms. Again, the impact occurs without interaction from wind farms and the number of
casualties can be added up linearly. As the Gemini wind farms are not constructed at the same time as
Clearcamp, there will be no accumulation between the 3 wind farms during construction. Accumulation of
collision casualties can occur only during the operating phase.
The Clearcamp wind farm will stand between the Buitengaats and ZeeEnergie wind farms. This means the
extra turbines will lead to an accumulation of collision casualties. The surface area, dimensions and
number of turbines of the Clearcamp wind farm are similar to those of Buitengaats and ZeeEnergie. This
means the collision risk will rise by 50%. It also means that additional mortality will increase by 50%. The
annual natural mortality of gannets and northern fulmars as a result of collisions with wind turbines is still
expected to be less than 1% for the three wind farms together. Any significant impact for these species is
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ruled out. Additional mortality for the lesser black-backed gull is slightly higher than 1%. As a result of the
additional mortality of 1.05%, some impact on the size of the lesser black-backed gull population in the
Wadden Sea Natura 2000 area cannot be ruled out. The nesting population in the Wadden Sea has been
growing in recent years, and with nearly 25,000 nesting pairs, it exceeds the conservation objective of
19,000 birds. This means that any small impact on the size of the population will certainly not affect the
conservation objective for this species.
Sea mammals
Construction
Sea mammals will most probably be affected by the noise emissions caused by the construction of the
foundations, as both large-scale disruption (avoidance behaviour up to more than 20 km around in the
case of porpoises and seals) and health damage in the immediate vicinity (up to a couple of km) cannot be
ruled out. In the case of both criteria (disruption and health threat), local stocks of sea mammals are
expected to be negatively affected temporarily for all organizational options. Some animals are likely to
leave the development area and other individuals will be stopped from seeking out the area due to the
external impact. It has been assumed that sea mammals will return to the area during the piling-free
construction phase or at the latest after the end of the six-month construction phase for each wind farm.
Option 12D scores slightly better (I) thanks to having the shortest construction period, while the economic
option scores slightly worse (IV) due to having the longest construction period.
The various types of foundation result in different types of impact during the construction phase. The
extent of the disruption depends on the piling intensity required to install the foundations on the seabed
(which in its turn depends on the diameter of the pile) and the length of disruption caused by the piling
work. A mono-pile foundation requires the highest piling intensity, while no work is needed for installing
gravity foundation. The piling intensity required for tri-pile foundations is lower, but the number of piles
to be driven is higher, as a result of which the disruption will be longer. Based on intensity, the foundation
alternatives are assessed as follows, from favourable to unfavourable: gravity foundation (I), jacket &
tripod (II), tri-pile (III) and mono-pile (IV).
The quality of the habitat may slightly deteriorate as a result of loss of surface area and the chemical and
mechanical impact (turbidity for instance) linked to construction. This impact will remain limited to the
immediate vicinity of the construction site. It has been assumed that the negative impact is temporary in
nature and that the sea mammals will return to the area during the piling-free construction phase or at the
latest after the end of the six-month construction phase for each wind farm. No significantly negative
impact on sea mammal stocks in the NCP or the North Sea is foreseen during the construction phase.
As for external effects, the potential barrier effect of the construction of a single foundation is the same for
all organizational options. As fewer turbines also demand less piling work and a shorter construction
phase, option 12D is seen as the most favourable for the Buitengaats and ZeeEnergie wind farms, with 32
and 28 wind turbines respectively, while the economic option is the least favourable.
Operation
The wind farm area can fulfil the following ecological functions for sea mammals:


Breeding area



Foraging and habitat



Migration area

The construction of a wind farm could reduce these functions. In this case, the function of breeding area
for local species should be largely ruled out. The loss of other functions is not expected, as the
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consequences only concern a small area (disruption due to visual unrest, for instance), are of a very low
intensity (chemical/physical impact, for instance) or have a positive impact (ban on fishing). An indirect
impact on the function due to, for instance, harmful effects on the food basis is not expected either. As for
disruption, the options all more or less score the same (I or II), with the exception of the economic option
(III), due to the large number of turbines.
The closure of the waterway and the prohibition on use that applies to the wind farms and the safety zone
may have positive effects on the quality of the habitat, thanks to improvements in the food supply (ban on
fishing) and fewer disruptions. The visually and acoustically disruptive stimuli caused by operational
wind turbines only affect the immediate vicinity of the turbines, while an external effect on sea mammal
stocks (barrier effect, magnetic fields, habitat fragmentation) is unlikely. In the long term, the wind farm
may have positive effects on local sea mammal stocks, as the local burden will be reduced and improved
food supplies may attract more animals. The prohibition on use applies to the interior of the wind farm
and a 500m-wide safety zone, so for the PA it concerns surface areas of approx. 45.7 km2 and 44.5 km2
respectively. Assuming an average density of 1.02 porpoises/km2, an average of approx. 47 porpoises per
year are expected to benefit from the prohibition on use. This equates to approx. 0.15% of the population
in the NCP (or 0.02% of the North Sea population). During spring and when seasonal density is high, more
than 66 animals (<0.3% of NCP stocks) may appear in the wind farm area. The small-size 5D option is
slightly less favourable; including a safety zone, a prohibition on use would cover an area of 33 km3 (for
both Buitengaats and ZeeEnergie). An average of approx. 34 porpoises per year could benefit from this
area. No significantly negative impact on sea mammal stocks in the NCP or the North Sea is foreseen
during the operating phase.
Cumulative impact Buitengaats, ZeeEnergie and Clearcamp
During the construction phase, sea mammals may experience cumulative impact in the form of
disruptions caused by underwater noise, visual unrest and light. However, this can occur only when the
construction activities for the wind farms are carried out simultaneously. The Clearcamp wind farm will
not be realized in the same period, which means an accumulation of impact on sea mammals can be ruled
out.
During the use phase, sea mammals may experience cumulative impact in the form of disruptions caused
by the underwater noise of operational turbines, visual unrest and light. Disruption caused by underwater
noise of operational wind turbines is limited to a very short distance from the wind turbines (a couple to a
few dozen metres). The distance between the turbines is at least 500 metres, which means the underwater
noise does not form a barrier that prevents sea mammals from swimming through the wind farms. In
addition, the area covers a negligible percentage of the overall habitat of the sea mammals, even with the
inclusion of the Clearcamp wind farm. The impact of visual unrest and disturbance by light can occur only
during maintenance and emergencies. Maintenance is expected to be low and when it is carried out its
impact will be local. Even with the inclusion of the Clearcamp wind farm, a negligible percentage of the
overall habitat of the sea mammals will be disturbed.
The impact of accumulation with the inclusion of the Clearcamp wind farm on sea mammals during the
use phase is ruled out.
Fish
Construction
The immediate impact on the fish fauna following escape behaviour caused by construction is mainly the
result of the noise produced during piling, which causes a rise in mortality rates in extreme cases.
However, this only applies to the immediate vicinity of the work and probably also just a couple of
individuals, as these areas are avoided by a lot of fish due to the noise that is produced before piling
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begins. Thanks to the lower number of wind turbines and as such the shortest construction period, option
12D will have the least impact and is regarded as the best solution (I). The impact of the economic option
is biggest (IV), as this option has the highest number of turbines. Due to the number of turbines, the
ecologic option has a bigger impact than the 12D option (II). The PA, options 5D and 7D have a similar
number of wind turbines and will have a similar impact (III).
Operation
With regard to the use of the wind farms, the expected impact on the fish fauna is the result of different
seabed cover/distances between the turbines, the dimensions of the wind farm, the number of turbines, the
type of foundation, etc.
Based on the surface area taken up, it is possible to make a comparison of the extent of the impact between
the various options. Option 5D takes up the smallest area and will therefore lead to the smallest loss of
habitat. The area taken up by the other options is about twice as big as that of option 5D. The PA sits inbetween. The impact of a loss of habitat is in line with the park's surface area, which is why option 5D is
regarded as the most favourable.
Area taken up by the different options:


7D, 12D, Economic and Ecologic = approx. 45 km2



VKA = ca. 33 km2



5D = ca. 21 km2

As the area in question is very small compared to the area of the North Sea or the southern North Sea,
these differences are marginal. For this reason, none of the options can be given preferred status outright
from a fish fauna point of view, especially since the benefits of the different options always come with
disadvantages: in the case of option 5D for instance, the wind farm may be smaller and the cable length
shorter than the preferential option, but as a result of that, the fishing ban zone with its positive impact is
also the smallest and the loss of area is big compared to the surface area of the wind farm. Option 12D
offers the least absolute loss of area and the smallest loss of area in proportion to the surface area of the
wind farm. It has shorter infield cables, but its total yield is also considerably less than the preferential
option. The economically optimized option clearly is the least economical one with regard to the
environmental impact. The ecologically optimized option, option 7D and the preferential option show a
similar impact on the fish fauna and fall in the middle bracket.
Finally, the capacity of the turbines also plays a role, as we can assume that larger turbines produce more
noise when in operation. All organizational alternatives have turbines with a capacity of 5 MW, except for
the PA, which has a capacity of 4 MW. However, the difference between a 5 and a 4MW turbine is not
expected to be distinctive and the number of wind turbines is determinative for the extent of underwater
noise during the use phase. For that reason, the 12D option receives the highest score and the economic
option the lowest. The other options each have a similar number of wind turbines and the impact thereof
will be correspondingly similar.

Cumulative impact Buitengaats, ZeeEnergie and Clearcamp
During the construction phase, fish may experience cumulative impact in the form of disruptions caused
by underwater noise (damage to fish larvae, for instance), turbidity and pollution. However, this can occur
only when the construction activities for the wind farms are carried out simultaneously. The Clearcamp
wind farm will not be realized in the same period, which means an accumulation of impact on fish can be
ruled out.
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During the use phase, an accumulation of impact on fish can occur only in the form of pollution. However,
this can occur only in the event of emergencies during maintenance. Emergencies may occur at any of the
wind farms, but the chances thereof will be minimized and are very small. If there is an emergency, the
impact is most likely to be local and the impact of accumulation with the Clearcamp wind farm on fish can
be ruled out.
Benthos
Construction
The impact on the macrozoobenthos during construction is the result of direct damage to the intervention
area, and of the remobilization of the sediment when the foundations are being piled and cable trenching.
Also, during cable trenching, the larger amount of sediment is remobilized. It is always the immediate
surroundings of each work area that are affected, as the silt content of the sediment is low and the majority
of the sediment, the sand, is re-sedimented in the immediate vicinity. The increase of turbidity and
transport over greater distances is relatively small. The impact of maintenance and removal is in principle
the same as upon construction, but that has a considerably lower intensity and is of a considerably smaller
scope. As for the direct impact in the form of loss of habitat, the economically optimized option (V) has the
biggest consequences due to the large number of turbines and greater cable length, followed by the
ecologically optimized option (IV), option 7D (III), option 12D (II), the PA (II) and finally option 5D (I).
For the various wind farm options, the different seabed covers, wind farm dimensions, etc. create various
large areas where the macrozoobenthos are affected. However, in proportion to the surface area of the
North Sea or the NCP, this is very small. For this reason, none of the options can be given preferred status
outright from a macro-zoological seabed fauna point of view with regard to direct damage, especially
since the benefits of the different options always come with disadvantages: in the case of option 5D for
instance, the wind farm may be smaller and the cable length shorter than the preferential option, but as a
result of that, the fishing ban zone with its positive impact is also the smallest and the loss of area is big
compared to the surface area of the wind farm.. Option 12D (III) offers the least absolute loss of area and
the smallest loss of area in proportion to the surface area of the wind farm. It has shorter infield cables, but
its total yield is also considerably less than the preferential option. The economically optimized option
clearly is the least economical one with regard to the environmental impact (IV). The ecologically
optimized option, option 5D and the preferential option show a similar impact (ranking order II).
Operation
As for the use phase, the basic principle is that the Benthos population and habitats outside the immediate
vicinity of the turbines do not fundamentally change. Compared to the size of the development area and
especially to the overall distribution area in the NCP, the loss of population substrate for the fauna that
lives in soft substrate is extremely small. Any other negative impact, such as changes to the colonization
within reach of the cables, deterioration during construction, etc. is not big to the extent that habitats or
populations are expected to change fundamentally. Introducing new populating substrate creates new
habitats for soft substrate communities. A ban on fishing will lead to a recovery of the soft substrate
communities. This in its turn has a positive impact on all configurations (I for all options and II for option
5D, due to the smaller surface area). The positive impact (the fishing ban zone in particular) may lead to
recovery of stocks and a growth in biomass.
The changing habitat and loss of habitat will affect the economic option most (IV) and option 12D least (I).
The Benthos is a potential food supply for other animal groups. We must note that this function is not
restricted in any of the configurations, as any negative impact, such as loss of area, only has a small impact
on the overall biomass of the Benthos in the wind farm.
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Cumulative impact Buitengaats, ZeeEnergie and Clearcamp
During the construction phase, an accumulation of impact on Benthos may occur in the form of turbidity
and pollution. However, this can occur only when the construction activities for the wind farms are
carried out simultaneously. The Clearcamp wind farm will not be realized in the same period, which
means an accumulation of impact on Benthos can be ruled out.
During the use phase, an accumulation of impact on Benthos can occur only in the form of pollution.
However, this can occur only in the event of emergencies during maintenance. The chances of an
emergency caused by maintenance on multiple wind farms simultaneously is negligible, as a result of
which impact of accumulation with Clearcamp wind farm on Benthos can be ruled out.

3.3.3

SEDIMENTS, GEOMORPHOLOGY AND HYDROLOGY

Construction
During construction, the re-mobilization of sediment during foundation piling and cable trenching mainly
causes marginal effects (0). Also, during cable trenching, the larger amount of sediment is remobilized. It is
always the immediate surroundings of each work area that are affected, as the silt content of the sediment
is low and the majority of the sediment, the sand, is re-sedimented in the immediate vicinity. Indirectly, it
may lead to sediment shifts, erosion and turbidity in the vicinity of the turbines, which will release
nutritious and harmful substances. This receives a neutral score (0), as the floor of the continental shelf is
affected only marginally.
Operation
As for changes in use of the wind farm (loss of designated use, particularly fishing), construction will lead
to a number of disruptions disappearing. This is regarded as positive. The foundations of the wind
turbines have a slight negative impact (-) on the current conditions in the entire wind farm, due to
obstacles in the body of water (foundations). Outside the wind farm, such impact is nil. Locally, in the
immediate vicinity of the turbines, changes are significant (eddies). However, there are hardly any
changes further away from the turbines. With regard to the wind farm, minor changes to the
morphology/sediment and to the transport processes and dynamics cannot be ruled out (-). These changes
are limited to the wind farm area. The foundations and erosion protection lead to a loss of surface area.
The external impact of the turbines is regarded as neutral (0). The only disruptive factors that could affect
morphology, hydrology or sediments outside the boundaries of the wind farm, are related to cable
trenching (turbidity and a possible increase sedimentation in the immediate vicinity of the trench).
Cumulative impact Buitengaats, ZeeEnergie and Clearcamp
There will be a permanent loss of habitat for geomorphologic structures in the wind farm due to the
foundations and erosion protection, and a temporary loss of habitat due to infield cable trenching. We
must note, however, that it concerns only a small percentage of the entire NCP, even if we take the other
wind farms into account. Furthermore, there are no particular or rare geomorphologic structures in the
wind farm. There may be minor changes to the composition of the sediment at the wind farm, but they are
so minor overall, that no cumulative impact is expected.
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3.3.4

MARITIME AND SAFETY

In Table 5, the collision/impact frequency has been assessed as neutral for all alternatives (0). Based on the
picture painted in this chapter and on quantification of various risks, it appears that the chances of
environmental damage, economic damage and personal injury are small. The risk of both oil and chemical
spills has been calculated. The average time between two spills is approximately 1,100 years. Economic
damage is caused by a ship colliding with a wind turbine. The chances of this happening are very small.
The chances of personal injury during a collision and impact are very small too. As such, the criteria for
external risk – both individual and group risks – are comfortably met. Traffic safety is not likely to be
affected by the wind farms either. This has therefore been assessed as neutral (0). Estimations are that an
extra collision on account of the wind farm will take place once every 7,115 years. The reliability of this
result is not very high, as the factors and assumptions applied carry with them uncertainty margins, but it
does show that the extra chances of collision are very small.
Cumulative impact Buitengaats, ZeeEnergie and Clearcamp
For maritime safety, a succession of wind farms means that the overall risk is generally smaller than the
sum of the risks of individual wind farms. With a clustered number of wind farms, the overall detour will
in general be longer than a detour with regard to individual wind farms. However, by keeping clearways
free and by early onsite anticipation, the additional nautical miles to be covered are negligible. No
cumulative impact is to be expected.

3.3.5

OTHER IMPACT

Landscape and visibility
The impact with regard to landscape and visibility caused by construction and removal is temporary,
while the impact caused by use is permanent. The characteristics of the North Sea landscape will not
change for people living on the island and along the coast (residents, holidaymakers). We have not
observed any negative consequences for man in his capacity of leisure-seeking individual. The only people
who are ever likely to see the turbines are passengers of sports boats, cruise ships, etc. This impact has
been assessed as neutral (0).
Use of space
As the removal of sediment takes place at irregular intervals and for particular purposes, there is no
continuous use of space. The 635 vessels per year that currently navigate through the development area in
both directions will have to take a detour during the construction and use phases of the Gemini wind
farms. One option is a detour around the development area in a westerly direction, across the German
Bight Western Approach. This would extend the route by approximately 6 kilometres. The constructionrelated impact on the fish fauna, and as such on fishing, is mainly the result of the noise produced when
the foundations are being piled. Piling has a negative impact on both adult fish in the vicinity of the wind
farm and fish larvae. However, this impact does not extend to the populations of commercial fish. It is
therefore ruled out that the piling activities at the wind farms have a negative impact on commercial
fishing. Other activities will not negatively impact commercial fish stocks either. Overall, the use of space
is assessed as neutral (0).
Cultural history and archaeology
The different organizational options do not affect monuments of cultural and historic value in the area
studied. This aspect has been assessed as neutral (0). Part B of the EIA primarily assumes alternative 7D.
The potential impact of the alternatives and options is covered by the impact prediction for 7D. As option
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5D and the PA for instance take up less space, their potential impact on monuments of cultural and
historic value is generally likely to be smaller than in the case of the other options.
Cumulative impact Buitengaats, ZeeEnergie and Clearcamp
With regard to the assessment criteria, neither the Buitengaats nor the ZeeEnergie wind farm will have
any positive or negative impact compared to the reference situation. Both wind farms in accumulation
with Clearcamp wind farm will therefore not lead to any cumulative impact.

3.4

SUMMARY OF IMPACT DESCRIPTION EXPORT CABLES

3.4.1

IMPACT COMPARISON

Tables 9, 10 and 11 in this paragraph show the impact that the export cables running towards the wind
farms have on various (environmental) aspects. One or multiple assessment criteria have been formulated
for each aspect, and these criteria have been assessed for their impact. Part C of the EIA contains an
extensive impact description of the various assessment criteria for each aspect. The quantitative
description of the impact has been assumed to the greatest possible extent. This chapter gives a qualitative
score of the impact for each (environmental) aspect. In the table, a score is given for all environmental
aspects, with the exception of the hydromorphology sub-aspect, in accordance with a 7-point scale that
indicates in which direction (negative or positive) the impact points in relation to the reference situation
('Ref').
The hydromorphology aspect is not assessed by means of a 7-point scale. In principle, a change to hydromorphology
is neither positive nor negative unless it affects the flora and fauna in an area. That is why hydromorphology is
assessed only for the aspect of nature. A textual explanation of the aspect of hydromorphology is given underneath
the tables.

Table 9 visualizes every environmental impact of the route alternatives. Table 10 visualizes the
environmental impact of the landfall alternatives. The table below provides an overview of all
alternatives and options and the corresponding abbreviations used in the tables and this EIA. This
concerns route alternatives, landfall alternatives and execution options.
Execution option

2 cables

2 cables

2x2 cables

direct current

alternating current

alternating current

Granted

1DC

1AC2

1AC4

Optimized

2DC

2AC2

2AC4

Ballonplaat

3DC

3AC2

3AC4

West

westDC

westAC2

westAC4

East

eastDC

eastAC2

eastAC4

Alternative
Route

Landfall

Table 8 Overview of alternatives and options with corresponding abbreviations

Table 11 shows the environmental impact of the distribution options. These options have been assessed
for three criteria of the aspect of nature: disruption caused by visual obstruction and above-water noise,
turbidity and loss of habitat. The distribution options do not affect the other criteria. Every aspect is
explained underneath the tables.
Underneath the tables, every aspect will be explained in terms of the impact of the various route, landfall
and distribution options.
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Opting for the preferential alternative depends not only on the environmental impact, but also on
technical aspects and costs. The choice for the preferential alternative is explained in paragraph 4.1.
Alternatives and options
Permitted route

Optimised projected
route

Ballonplaat projected
route

Ref

1DC

1AC2

1AC4

2DC

2AC2

2AC4

3DC

3AC2

3AC4

Light disruption

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Disruption

0

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

0

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Turbidity

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Loss of habitat

0

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

EM fields

0

--

-

-

--

-

-

--

-

-

Deposition

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Shipping, fishing

Disruption of

0

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

and recreation

professional
0

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

0

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Aspect

Criterion

Nature

caused by visual
obstruction and
above-water
noise
Disruption
caused by
underwater noise

shipping trade
Disruption of
commercial
fishing
Disruption of
recreation
Compass
deviation
Archaeology

Deterioration of
archaeologically
valuable
shipwrecks
Deterioration of
other
archaeological
valuables

Table 9 Total overview of impact assessment route alternatives export cables

Although the table above shows there is little difference in terms of environmental impact between the
route options, the Ballonplaat route is preferred with a view to risks during construction and the potential
additional disruptions thereof due to a much longer-than-desirable construction period. The choice for the
preferential alternative is explained in paragraph 4.1.
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Landfall
Ref

westDC

westAC2

westAC4

eastDC

eastAC2

eastAC4

Sub-aspect

Criterion

Nature

Light disruption

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Disruption caused

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

-

-

by visual obstruction
and above-water
noise
Disruption caused

0

2

0

3

0

4

0

-

by underwater noise
Turbidity

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Loss of habitat

0

0

0

0

-

-

-

EM fields

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Deposition

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Shipping, fishing

Disruption of

0

0

0

0

-

--

--

and recreation

professional
0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Compass deviation

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Deterioration of

0

0

0

0

-

-

-

0

0

0

0

-

-

-

shipping trade
Disruption of
commercial fishing
Disruption of
recreation

Archaeology

archaeologically
valuable shipwrecks
Deterioration of
other archaeological
valuables
Table 10 Total overview of impact assessment landfall alternatives export cables

Sub-aspect

Criterion

Ref

Channel

Distribution location

Nature

Disruption caused by visual

0

-

-

Turbidity

0

0

0

Loss of habitat

0

-

0

obstruction and above-water noise

Table 11 Total overview of impact assessment distribution alternatives export cables

3.4.2

HYDROMORPHOLOGY

Route alternatives
Turbidity
In the case of the Balllonplaat route, the average neap tide / spring tide increases in concentration are no
more than 5 to 6 mg/l when distributed at location P3, and 6 to 7 mg/l when distributed along the channel.
These minor differences are probably caused by the difference in navigation time of the trailing suction
hopper dredgers during distribution along the channel or at a distribution location. The shorter the
navigation time, the more sediment can be distributed each day.
The area that experiences a rise of 0.5 mg/l is about 34 km long and 12 km wide. Distribution along the
channel or at distribution location P3 has little effect on the extent of the concentrations or the location
where it occurs.
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In the case of the optimized route, we see increases in concentrations of floating silt of no more than 6 to 7
mg/l (on average during a neap tide / spring tide cycle) when distributed at location P3, and 7 to 8 mg/l
when distributed along the channel. The rise in concentration (> 0.5 mg/l) covers an area of 42 by 18 km in
the case of distribution at P3, and 35 by 12 km in the case of distribution along the channel.
No simulations were carried out for the permitted route. Based on the simulations and the differences in
basic principles for Permitted Route and Optimized Route, the concentration increases for Permitted Route
are expected to be about 50% lower than those for Optimized Route.
Increased concentrations after dredging
After the dredging/distribution have stopped, the concentrations for Ballonplaat Route fall by 50% over a
period of 2 weeks. After 4 weeks, 20-25% of the initial concentration increase is still present in the water
column.
Exposure of cables
In the event a cable is exposed, it may be decided to rebury the cable. However, practice has taught us this
is very difficult, as the cable is usually under a certain amount of tensile stress. As such, there is no room to
bury the cable any deeper. Another option is to cast or cover the cable with mats or quarry-run. In the
event a cable is broken, a new section can be inserted. The new section will have to be reburied. In all
cases, it involves additional work, with an additional impact on the environment.
Landfall alternatives
Turbidity
The increases for the situation of an easterly landfall are considerably higher than in the case of a westerly
landfall. The (average) maximum increases during a neap tide/spring tide cycle are 25 to 35 mg/l. The area
across which the increase occurs measures 70 x 10 km.
Distribution alternatives
Turbidity
In the case of the optimized route, the increase in concentration of floating silt is about 1 to 2 mg/l (on
average during a neap tide / spring tide cycle) higher in the case of distribution along the channel
compared to distribution on location. In the case of distribution along the channel, the increase in
concentration covers a smaller area than in the case of distribution on location.
In the case of the Ballonplaat route, distribution along the channel or on location has little effect on the
extent of the concentrations and the location.

3.4.3

NATURE

Route alternatives
Light disruption
The light emanating from the convertor station and navigation lights on vessels will not have any impact.
As such, there are no differences in impact between the alternatives (score 0).
Disruption caused by visual obstruction and above-water noise
Disruption caused by visual obstruction and above-water noise can occur only for species who (partially)
move above the waterline. Fish, porpoises and dolphins are therefore not disturbed. Habitat types are not
affected. For birds, the area of disruption caused by work on the cable route does not extend to the dry
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sections of the Wadden Area, where we can find the nesting and high-water refuge areas. The impact
assessment therefore only focuses on the permanently wet areas and the tidal flats. These areas serve as a
resting area for a number of species, but mainly as a foraging area for many species of wading birds and
diving ducks. The temporary nature and continuously relatively small area of disruption to foraging birds
means the maintenance objectives are not negatively affected. The impact on birds has been assessed as
neutral. The impact on seals (habitat species) is assessed on the basis of the impact on tidal flats. The
impact of visual disruption and above-water noise on all route alternatives has been assessed as slightly
negative, as the impact is non-recurring and of a temporary nature (score -).
Disruption caused by underwater noise
Underwater noise may have an impact on seals and porpoises. This particularly applies to seals, on
account of prolonged activities in the Wadden Sea. Porpoises hardly ever appear in the Wadden Sea and
the North Sea costal area, but they are sensitive to disruption. Fish are likely to avoid disturbing
underwater noise simply by swimming away. The disruption to protected species is of a temporary and
non-recurring nature. Furthermore, there are plenty of alternative places for seals and porpoises to go to.
Also, when the export cable is being laid, there will be no impulse noise, so species get enough time to
avoid the source of disruption. Also, the work is of a non-recurring and temporary nature. The impact is
therefore assessed as slightly negative (score -).
Turbidity
Turbidity is not expected to have an impact on protected species. The reason is the use of technologies that
move only a very small amount of sediment, such as the cable trencher, plough and/or ROV. In addition,
the model studies (ARCADIS, 2012) show that turbidity that occurs in the area where dredging takes
place, is limited. The assessment of the alternatives is neutral (score 0).
Habitat contamination
In the case of all construction options, a small area of habitat will deteriorate as a result of the activities.
With most technologies, a narrow channel to carry the cables will be dug across a very limited width (one
to two metres). Once the cables are laid, the channel will close up on itself and after a number of tide cycles
the habitat will almost fully restore itself. As habitat deterioration occurs in a small area and is of a
temporary nature, this loss has been assessed as slightly negative (score -).
Electromagnetic fields
Electromagnetic field is the collective name for electric and magnetic fields that may occur around a cable.
Both types (electric fields and magnetic fields) affect organisms in different ways. The electromagnetic
fields are not expected to have an impact on habitat types and birds. Fish can sense both electric and
magnetic fields. Sharks and rays in particular are highly sensitive to electric fields, but they appear in
relatively low numbers in this area. The perceptivity of other fish species to electric fields is too limited to
expect an impact. The same applies to seals. The magnetic fields are expected to affect dolphins (in the
North Sea coastal area, this mostly concerns porpoises). For DC cables, this impact is bigger (score --)
compared to AC cables (score -). We assume a single, unbundled DC cable. A cable will radiate a magnetic
field up to a radius of 20 metres around the area directly above the cable (assuming it lies at a depth of 1
m), which is picked up by porpoises. However, in the case of three-phase current, any impact will occur
from 5 µT only. That means a porpoise will have to swim up to 2 metres from the point where the cable
lies. Any impact is therefore deemed less likely. An unbundled DC cable will be perceived within a radius
of approximately 45 metres. This means that the perception area in the relatively shallow North Sea
reaches up to the water surface. We cannot rule out that porpoises will notice the magnetic fields locally
and are briefly affected by them (Normandeau, 2011).
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Deposition
The very small (no more than 1 mol N/ha/year) and temporary increase of nitrogen deposition caused by
the activities will not lead to the critical deposition value of the Rottumerplaat and Rottumeroog dune
habitats being exceeded. A negative impact on the maintenance status of these types of habitat is therefore
ruled out. Other types of habitat are not affected by deposition (score 0).
Landfall alternatives
Light disruption
The light emanating from the convertor station and navigation lights on vessels will not have any impact.
As such, there are no differences in impact between the alternatives (score 0).
Disruption caused by visual obstruction and above-water noise
As there are no seal basking areas and foraging and nesting areas for birds in this particular area, the
impact of both alternatives is assessed as neutral (score 0).
Disruption caused by underwater noise
Types of habitat will be negatively affected by the work carried out for an easterly landfall. Disruption
caused by underwater noise will be limited in front of the harbour mouth due to vessels coming and
going. Underwater noise at the salt meadows and mudflats may lead to disruption mainly for fish and sea
mammals. However, this disruption is non-recurring and of a temporary nature, and there are plenty of
alternative places to go to. The disruption of the easterly landfall has therefore been assessed as slightly
negative (score -) for all three cable options. There is no impact for the westerly landfall (score 0).
Turbidity
Turbidity is not expected to have an impact on protected species. Model studies (ARCADIS, 2012) show
that the turbidity caused by the dredging work for the easterly landfall is limited. No additional dredging
is carried out for the westerly landfall. The assessment of the alternatives is neutral (score 0).
Habitat contamination
The loss of area at the easterly landfall is bigger than at the westerly landfall, but the area is limited and
the loss is of a temporary nature. The easterly landfall has therefore been assessed as slightly negative
(score -) while the assessment of the westerly landfall is neutral (score 0).
Electromagnetic fields
The electromagnetic fields are not expected to have an impact near the landfall alternatives (score 0). The
westerly landfall offers a route across land, so there is no additional electromagnetic field in the water. In
the case of the easterly landfall, 6 additional kilometres of cable are laid on the Wadden Sea bed, creating
an additional electromagnetic field. Seals do not perceive the fields, so an impact on this group is ruled
out. Some species of migratory fish will be able to perceive changes in electromagnetic fields near the
cables, probably up to a maximum distance of five metres. Whether or not this perception actually leads to
an impact is unknown, but various studies into impact on (migratory) fish do not point to any disruption.
Deposition
The very small (no more than 1 mol N/ha/year) and temporary increase of nitrogen deposition caused by
the activities will not lead to the critical deposition value of the Rottumerplaat and Rottumeroog dune
habitats being exceeded. A negative impact on the maintenance status of these types of habitat is therefore
ruled out. Other types of habitat are not affected by deposition (score 0).
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Distribution alternatives
Disruption caused by visual obstruction and above-water noise
During distribution of the dredged sediment in the distribution location, a larger area is disrupted. The
impact of this alternative is therefore bigger than when sediment is distributed along the channel.
However, the differences are not to the extent that it affects the assessment. Both alternatives have been
assessed as slightly negative, as the impact is non-recurring and of a temporary nature (score -).
Disruption caused by underwater noise
During distribution of the dredged sediment in the distribution location, a larger area is disrupted by
underwater noise. The impact of this alternative is therefore bigger than when sediment is distributed
along the channel. However, the differences are not to the extent that it affects the assessment. Both
alternatives have been assessed as slightly negative, as the impact is non-recurring and of a temporary
nature (score -).
Turbidity
Turbidity is not expected to have an impact on protected species. The assessment of the alternatives is
neutral (score 0).
Loss of habitat
Distributing sediment along the channel leads to a bigger deterioration of habitat than distribution in a
fixed distribution location. This has been assessed as slightly negative (score -).

3.4.4

SHIPPING, FISHING AND RECREATION

Route alternatives
Disruption of professional shipping trade
The chances of vessels colliding with machines and ships used for work on the cables are very small. Due
to the temporary nature of the work, the risk is no bigger than a collision with any other vessel in the
water.
Due to the limited disruption to route-bound shipping and the very small chance of collisions, disruption
for the professional shipping trade are assessed as slightly negative for all route alternatives and execution
options.
Disruption of commercial fishing
In general, fishing boats will be able to avoid the activities by fishing in another location. As work
progresses by approximately one kilometre per day, any disruption is of a short-term nature. However,
fishing vessels (temporarily) having to relocate may lead to objection from the sector, as for the past few
decades it has been asked to comply with a growing number of plans on the Continental Shelf (Esved and
Demkes, 2004). Also, turbidity in the water will last longer due to the work that is being carried out.
Thanks to vibrant natural dynamics, fish stocks are unlikely to be affected. Gillnetting takes place along
the coast and on the edges of shelves in shallow water. In the vicinity of the routes, gillnetting is most
likely to take place along the coast of Groningen. This stationary fishing method is less flexible than
moving fishing methods. The overall, limited disruption to the fishing industry leads to a slightly negative
assessment for all route alternatives.
Disruption caused by recreation
The intensity of boating in the development area is very low. Due to the limited area concerned,
recreational boaters will be able to avoid the activities. During the work, passages from east to west, such
as the 'east-west connection', that are vital to the shipping industry, can be taken into account to the
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greatest possible extent. If the work on the cables is carried out outside the summer season, the impact on
boating will be very small. No distinction is made between route alternatives.
Compass deviation
A comparison of the background value of the geomagnetic field (approx. 49 µT), the EM fields of a direct
current cable (29 µT) and an alternating current cable (25 µT) shows that the magnetic field generated by
the cables directly over the cable is small and quickly decreases as the distance grows. An impact on
navigation can therefore be ruled out. No distinction is made between route alternatives.
Landfall alternatives
Disruption of professional shipping trade
The westerly landfall intersects shipping traffic that enters or leaves Eemshaven with an HDD boring. The
shipping industry is not affected by this. The easterly landfall intersects one shipping route, the
entrance/exit of Eemshaven. This causes some disruption for a couple of days. The exact number of days
depends on the execution option. The disruption caused by the construction of the easterly landfall direct
current is limited and has therefore been assessed as slightly negative. The alternating current options will
cause disruption on several occasions (for each cable to be laid), which is why these options have been
assessed as negative.
Disruption of commercial fishing
No fishing takes place in the landfall area. Both alternatives and all execution options have therefore been
assessed as neutral.

3.4.5

ARCHAEOLOGY

Route alternatives
Deterioration of archaeologically valuable shipwrecks and other archaeological valuables
Deterioration of valuable shipwrecks and archaeological valuables cannot be compensated. For that
reason, archaeological studies must be conducted for all options. During the further planning process and
during execution, valuable shipwrecks must be preserved in-situ to the greatest possible extent. When it
proves impossible to avoid valuable shipwrecks, they must be preserved ex-situ. This has been assessed as
slightly negative. Near the corridors of the Ballonplaat route, the possibility has been created to move the
exact cable location within the given bandwidths of the corridor. In the event a valuable shipwreck or
other archaeological valuables are encountered during construction, it will be possible to move the
location of the cable within the bandwidths, thereby saving the shipwreck/archaeological valuable. As
such, the slightly negative impact within the corridors may be prevented.
Landfall alternatives
Deterioration of archaeologically valuable shipwrecks and other archaeological valuables
The westerly landfall runs over land, where there are no shipwrecks. Also this is a site raised by hydraulic
fill, and no archaeological valuables are anticipated here. The westerly landfall has therefore been assessed
as neutral. For the easterly landfall, the same applies as with the offshore alternatives, which is why it has
been assessed as slightly negative.
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4
4.1

Preferential alternative
CHOICE OF PREFERENTIAL ALTERNATIVE

Wind farms
The summary of the impact of wind farms is given in paragraph 3.3. An important conclusion is that only
two wind farms are profitable: the preferential alternative and 7D. As the other wind farms are not
regarded as profitable under the given circumstances, they are not preferred.
The differences between the PA and 7D alternative are small. The PA is preferred by the initiator, due to
its higher technical and financial feasibility, while the impact of both alternatives is not distinctive.
Export cables
The summary of the impact of the various alternatives and options for export cables is given in paragraph
3.4. The differences between the alternatives are small and do not lead to a specific preference for one of
the routes. The paragraphs below set out the choices of the initiator.
Ballonplaat projected route
The optimized route and the Ballonplaat route correspond with a large section of the route. For those
sections of the routes where they do not correspond, the initiator has a preference for the Ballonplaat
route. On this distinctive section, the laying of cables in the optimized route is technically highly complex,
due to the position in the surf zone and the strong morphological dynamics. Furthermore, the routes
intersect the NGT gas transport pipe twice in that location, near the ecologically sensitive Rottumeroog
and Rottumerplaat. An intersection across the NGT pipe is not possible in that location, due to the limited
digging depth of the NGT gas transport pipe and water depth. An intersection underneath the NGT pipe
is possible only via a horizontally directed boring, which would have to take place during the winter, due
to the ecological preconditions. The risk factor of such an operation under those conditions is high. For a
maintenance-free laying of the cables, deep channels would have to be dredged in the surf zone, below the
historically deepest bed position. Due to the shallowness, no big dredging equipment can be used. The
dredging equipment used in these depths is vulnerable to poor weather conditions (north-westerly winds
in particular) and wave heights, which contributes to the risk factor. Due to this equipment's limited
capacity, progress is slow and the dredged section of the trench fills up with sand again under influence of
the current and wash. The dredged trench should therefore be kept open by means of a hopper dredger
for prolonged periods of time. The laying of heavy cables in these deeply dredged channels and the HDDs
in the surf zone during the winter period also come with big risk factors. At the Ballonplaat route on the
other hand it is possible to use large equipment, as a result of which the risks posed by weather conditions
and wave height are considerably smaller. Furthermore, this work is carried out in the lee of the
Ballonplaat site which, in the indicative north-westerly wind, acts as a breakwater for those sites where
dredging volumes are biggest. In the case of the Ballonplaat alternative, intersections with the NGT gas
transport pipe are not an issue and there are no nearby ecologically sensitive islands. However, in the case
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of this alternative, the NorNed cable and Tycom cable have to be intersected. They lie at larger distances
from the islands, in a morphologically more stable area.
Westerly landfall
The initiator prefers the westerly landfall. The route through the sea is longer with the easterly landfall
than it is for the westerly alternative. Another complicating factor with the easterly landfall is that the
fairway out at sea has to be intersected. During the cable-laying process, this will lead to bigger dredging
volumes and a greater disruption in the Wadden Sea. With the westerly landfall, the fairway in
Eemshaven will be intersected with a boring. The environmental impact thereof is limited. In terms of
environmental impact, the westerly landfall scores better.
Alternating current (two cables)
The initiator prefers two alternative current (AC) cables. The choice for alternating or direct current
depends on the manner in which the technological challenges can be solved. The length of the cable plays
a major role therein. As a rule, applying a direct current would be more economical across larger
distances. The cable losses are smaller in the event of DC. However, this requires the use of onshore and
offshore converters. DC technology for wind farms is not yet a proven technology, in contrast with the DC
technology used for interconnectors. By applying innovative technologies, based on proven high-voltage
technology, it is possible to limit the losses and to apply the robust AC technology for this project.
A disadvantage of AC is that it requires at least two cables, which means more space is needed than for
DC (which requires only a single cable).
CORRIDOR AROUND PREFERENTIAL ROUTE
After the choice for the preferential route, a corridor was placed around the cable route. This corridor was set up as
during execution it offers some freedom to anticipate the local soil condition in a highly dynamic area and to be able to
avoid any obstacles. The Appropriate Assessment studied if the natural values within the corridor are representative
for the entire width of the corridor, so that in the event of a shift in the route within the corridor, the natural values are
not affected other than the impacts studied. The cabling will remain within this corridor. Figure 7 shows the Ballonplaat
route and the corridor around it. The Appropriate Assessment shows that a difference in impact within the corridor can
occur only for immobile natural values. The Appropriate Assessment also concludes that the impact within the corridor
is the same as or smaller than the impact of the Ballonplaat route for all relevant values, with the exception of seal
resting areas. For seal resting areas the impact depends on the ultimate choice of route within the corridor. This is why
a worst-case scenario has been studied. The worst-case route results in a limited increase of the length of disruption
and the surface. However, the worst-case route will not have any significant impact. As with the Ballonplaat route,
seals have plenty of other places to go to, and the disruption is non-recurring and of a temporary nature. The length of
disruption is limited too.
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Figure 7: The Ballonplaat route with corridor

4.2

ACCUMULATION WITH OTHER PROJECTS

This paragraph gives a summary of the potential impact of accumulation of the PA with other plans and
projects in the study area. For more information about cumulative impact, we refer to the Appropriate
Assessment, which studied this in detail.
The working paper, 'Wat telt mee voor Cumulatie' (Alterra, 2007) contains a provisional guide for the
analysis of relevant activities. According to the guide, the following should in any case be included in the
assessment of cumulative impact:


All scheduled or in-progress activities with regard to which a final administrative decision has already
been made (when a decision must be made about the granting of permits for the specific activity) and
which are likely to have a negative impact on the same maintenance objectives that could be affected
by the specific activity.



Any existing negative impact that may interactively affect the maintenance objectives, along with the
impact of the specific activity (e.g. when a limit value may be exceeded in combination with an existing
burden). Examples include pollution, noise and ammoniac. This is indicated as 'existing use' and will
in the future be laid down in the management plan for each Natura 2000 area.



Activities in accordance with the management plan, the impact of which may accumulate with that of
the specific activity.

The following may be disregarded (formally) according to the guide:


Any activities that have not yet progressed sufficiently. These activities have to take all activities that
have progressed sufficiently into account in their own assessment process. At the moment, existing
case law offers insufficient support to assess when an activity definitely does not have to be included.
We recommend not including any activities that may lead to doubt.
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Activities for which an impact assessment has already established that they will definitely not have
any negative consequences for the maintenance objectives on which the specific activity may have an
impact.

The above list indicates which types of plans and projects, in combination with construction and operation
of the Buitengaats and ZeeEnergie wind farms could lead to significance as a result of accumulation. The
negative impact of these plans, projects and other activities and how they could affect which Natura 2000
areas has been studied. Whenever this corresponded with the Gemini project, the next study was to see
which qualifying types/habitats were affected. Only when this corresponded, an assessment was made to
see if the Gemini project, in combination with one or several other plans or projects, can lead to
significance. The initiative for accumulation with the wind farms and cable(s) is shown in Table 12. It
describes if the initiative is relevant and for which type of impact.
First we give a brief explanation of the anticipated development of wind farms:
The government aims to have realized a total of 6,000 MW of wind farm capacity in the Dutch section of
the North Sea by 2020. It comprises a capacity of 450 MW for the first tranche of these wind farms, for
which the Ministry of Economic Affairs has granted a subsidy. This is a capacity that was subject to a
specific decision and for which money has been made available, and as such it is a very realistic scenario in
the near future. Given the fact that the notifications of intent already received by the Ministry for
Transport and Water Management amply exceed the commitment of 450 MW envisaged until 2011, the
Appropriate Assessment takes a wider scenario into account. This means that for the scheduled
Buitengaats and ZeeEnergie wind farms, multiple wind farms have to be included in accumulation.
Development

Explanation and relevant aspects

Zoning plans
Eemshaven South-East

The draft zoning plan for Eemshaven South-East has been
made available for inspection. As such, this plan has not been
adopted and is not to be adopted soon. For that reason it is not
included in the accumulation assessment.

Eemsmond glasshouse horticulture area

The Province of Groningen and the Municipality of Eemsmond
are working on the planning preparations for the development
of a glasshouse horticulture area south of Eemshaven. The
procedure to adopt the zoning plan was delayed due to points
of view submitted. The zoning plan was adopted on 25 June
2012.
The only possible cumulative aspect of glasshouse horticulture
in respect of the construction of the Gemini farms and cables is
light. The light emission of the glasshouses has been reduced,
from 95 to 100% at the top of the glasshouses. The side
sealing should already be 100% by virtue of the Glasshouse
Horticulture Decree. As such, there is no accumulation and the
project will not be included.

Oosterhorn (industrial estate Delfzijl)

A preliminary zoning plan for Oosterhorn has been made
available for inspection. The corresponding EIA received a
negative advisory opinion from the EIA Committee. As such,
this plan has not been adopted and is not to be adopted soon.
For that reason it is not included in the accumulation
assessment.
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Development

Explanation and relevant aspects

Delfzijl city centre

This concerns a preliminary planning decision. As such, this
plan has not been adopted and is not to be adopted soon. For
that reason it is not included in the accumulation assessment.

Delfzijl outlying area north

This concerns a preliminary planning decision. As such, this
plan has not been adopted and is not to be adopted soon. For
that reason it is not included in the accumulation assessment.

Delfzijl Wind Farm - North Delfzijl

The zoning plan for the North Delfzijl wind farm is final and
irrevocable. Reference is made to Wind Farms

Cables and pipes
Cobra

TenneT intends to lay the COBRA cable between the
Netherlands and Denmark as a high-voltage connection. The
feasibility study is expected to lead to an investment decision at
the end of 2014.The impact of laying the COBRA cable is
similar to that of laying cables to the Gemini wind farms. There
may be accumulation with regard to the aspects of turbidity and
disruption. However, it is as yet unknown when the work will be
carried out. When there is no overlap in terms of construction
period, there will be no accumulation.

NGT

The NGT pipe requires maintenance – none of the permits
under the Nature Protection Act applied for show that the
Natura 2000 maintenance objectives will not be affected.

NorNed

The NorNed must be buried deeper in order to widen and
deepen the fairway towards Eemshaven.

Wind farms
Eemshaven

During the past ten years, a total capacity of 264 MW in wind
energy was installed on the Eemshaven industrial estate and in
Emmapolder. South of Eemshaven, the provincial environs
plan (POP) designated a search area to install approximately
80 to 11 MW for wind energy. The wind farm has already been
completed and is operational. There can only be an
accumulation of collision casualties.

Expansion of Eemshaven wind farm

Two new wind turbines with a capacity of 6–7 MW per turbine
were to be added to Eemshaven wind farm in 2012.
Construction will be completed before construction on Gemini
commences. There can only be an accumulation of collision
casualties.

South-East Delfzijl

South-East Delfzijl wind farm was constructed between 2005
and 2007. With 34 turbines, it has an installed capacity of 75
MW. The wind farm has already been completed and is
operational. There can only be an accumulation of collision
casualties.

Delfzijl-Noord

In 2011, the permits for the Schermdijk, Pier van Oterdum and
Oterdumer Triangle wind farm were adopted. Construction
started at the end of 2012 and the wind farm will be operational
mid-2014. The turbines will be built along Schermdijk, the piling
will take place on the land side of Schermdijk, on the dike's dry
section. Very little underwater noise will be radiated, and will
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Development

Explanation and relevant aspects
not lead to accumulation, even when (parts of) Gemini are built
at the same time as North Delfzijl. There can only be an
accumulation of collision casualties.

Offshore wind farms in the Netherlands:

With the exception of Clearcamp, all wind farms lie at a great

-

Breeveertien II

distance from Gemini and they are not constructed in the same

-

West Rhine

year as Gemini (a condition in the Wbr permits), insofar as

-

Den Helder

there is a risk of accumulation due to underwater noise. An

-

Brown Ridge East

accumulation of underwater noise is not an issue during the

-

Tromp Binnen

construction phase. As the wind farms are not constructed at

-

Beaufort

the same time, an accumulation due to turbidity during cable-

-

Q10

laying is not an issue. During the use phase, there may be an

-

Q4

accumulation due to underwater noise, the electromagnetic

-

Scheveningen outskirts

fields around the cables and collision casualties.

-

Clearcamp
The Clearcamp wind farm formed part of the three wind farms
for which BARD was granted a Wbr permit (now: 'water permit')
in 2009. Only the Buitengaats and ZeeEnergie wind farms are
now realized under the name of Gemini wind farms. It is not yet
clear if the Clearcamp wind farm will indeed be realized. Also,
in that case, like the Gemini wind farms, an application for a
permit under the Nature Protection Act will be submitted and it
will be necessary to prepare a zoning plan amendment. For the
sake of safety, the accumulation of bird casualties has been
included.

Offshore wind farms in Germany (completed):

For the completed wind farms, only a cumulative impact due to

-

Alpha Ventus test field

underwater noise, the electromagnetic fields around the cables

-

BARD Offshore I

and collision casualties will be relevant.

Offshore wind farms in Germany (permitted):

German wind farms are permitted independently from Dutch

Approved wind farms

wind farms, and those permits do not contain any regulations

-

Amrumbank West

that ensure that an accumulation of underwater noise is

-

Borkum Riffgrund I

prevented during the construction phase. A potential

-

Borkum Riffgrund West

accumulation of underwater noise during the construction

-

Borkum West II

phase should therefore be assessed. As it is not clear if all

-

Bürger-Windpark Butendiek

permitted wind farms will indeed be built and if so, when, the

-

Dan Tysk

accumulation should be based on an assumption of which

-

Delta Nordsee I

German parks will be built at the same time as Gemini. During

-

Delta Nordsee II

the use phase, an accumulation of underwater noise, the

-

Deutsche Bucht

electromagnetic fields around the cables and collision

-

EnBW He Dreiht

casualties may be relevant.

-

EnBW Hohe See

-

Global Tech I

-

Gode Wind

-

Gode Wind II

-

Meerwind Süd and Meerwind Ost

-

MEG Offshore I

-

Nordergründe

-

Nördlicher Grund
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-

Nordsee Ost ("Amrumbank")

-

RIFFGAT

-

Sandbank 24

Explanation and relevant aspects

Port and industrial developments Eemshaven
NUON power plant

Nuon is building a new power plant in Eemshaven: Nuon
Magnum. This plant comprises three CCPPs (steam and gas
turbine). Nuon Magnum is a multi-fuel concept, based on

coal gassing technology. For now, only a permit under the
Nature Protection Act has been granted for the gas-fired
section of the plant.
Construction of the plant is nearly complete, so there is no
accumulation of noise and vibrations during construction. There
may be some turbidity during the use phase as a result of
dredging for the withdrawal of cooling water and deposition of
nitrogen.
RWE power plant

RWE is building a 1600 MW pulverized coal-fired/biomass plant
in Eemshaven. The permit under the Nature Protection Act has
been granted for this plant, although it is not yet irrevocable.
Construction of the plant is nearly complete, so there is no
accumulation of noise and vibrations during construction. There
may be some turbidity during the use phase as a result of
dredging for the withdrawal of cooling water and deposition of
nitrogen, as well as a disruption to shipping and the deposition
of nitrogen connected to shipping.

Eemsmond Energie power plant

Eemsmond Energie intends to build a new power plant in
Eemshaven. This plant will comprise of CCPPs (steam and gas
turbine), fired by natural gas.
Construction of the plant has been delayed, and as such there
is no information available on the accumulation of noise and
vibrations during construction. There may be some turbidity
during the use phase as a result of dredging for the withdrawal
of cooling water and deposition of nitrogen.

VOPAK

Vopak is building the Vopak Terminal Eemshaven, a low
transhipment terminal mainly for crude oil and oil products such
as petrol, diesel and kerosene. The terminal is constructed in
stages, with the first phase nearing completion.
There may be some accumulation of noise during the
construction of the next phase. There may also be some
turbidity due to the harbour being deepened. Shipping and a
deposition of nitrogen are relevant during the use phase.

Orange Blue Terminal

Orange Blue Terminals B.V. develops and operates a
multipurpose terminal in Eemshaven. The new terminal is
suitable for the transhipment of goods, with the stocking of
future offshore wind farms in the North Sea from Eemshaven
being a primary concern of Orange Blue Terminals.
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Development

Explanation and relevant aspects
This terminal is able to provide for shipping to and from the
wind farms during both the construction and use phases. This
shipping is not additional; it forms part of the initiative. The OBT
terminal is therefore not included in the accumulation.

Construction/expansion of Beatrixhaven

The expansion of Beatrixhaven may lead to an accumulation of
impact during the construction phase (accumulation
of piling noise) and during the maintenance phase (an increase
in shipping traffic and additional maintenance dredger). The
latter is linked to the aspects of turbidity, the deposition of
nitrogen and shipping.

Port and industrial developments Delfzijl
E.ON Waste to Energy

The Waste to Energy plant, one that generates steam
electricity by incinerating non-recyclable waste, is already
operational. Only the impact of the use phase of the plant may
play a role in accumulation. This concerns nitrogen deposition.

Hevesles Energie

Heveskes Energy is a company that facilitates its clients in
improving the sustainability of its products and/or processes by
converting biomass and residual materials into Syn gas and/or
H2. The company is set to become operational in Delfzijl in
June 2013. The construction of the plant is completed before
the start of the Gemini construction phase. Furthermore, the
plants stand at a great distance from the Gemini park
development area. Only the impact of the use phase of the
plant may play a role in accumulation. This concerns nitrogen
deposition.

BEC Eneco

At the end of 2011, Eneco started constructing a bioenergy
plant in the port area of Delfzijl. In this plant, wood chips from
recycled waste wood will be converted into electricity.
Completion is scheduled for mid-2013.
The construction of the plants is completed before the start of
the Gemini construction phase. Furthermore, the plants stand
at a great distance from the Gemini park development area.
Only the impact of the use phase of the plant may play a role in
accumulation. This concerns nitrogen deposition.

Ensartech

Ensartech will be converting hazardous waste into clean
materials and energy by using a melt technology for waste
processing. Construction of Ensartech-NL1 started in January
2011 and is thought to take approximately 16 months. The
plant in Delfzijl is scheduled to be operational mid-2012. The
plant will be completed before the start of the Gemini
construction phase. Furthermore, Ensartech stands at a great
distance from the Gemini park development area. Only the
impact of the use phase may play a role in accumulation. This
concerns nitrogen deposition.

Port and industrial developments Other
REC Harlingen

The residual waste energy plant (REC) in Harlingen produces
energy by incinerating non-recyclable waste.
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Explanation and relevant aspects
The nitrogen depositions of the waste incineration plant take
place in both the construction and use phases. The impact area
of the depositions of the REC does not overlap with the impact
area of the Gemini parks and cables. This project is not
included.

Rysumer Nacken business park

There are plans for the development of a business park at
Rysumer Nacken. These plans are still in the very early stages
and as such are an uncertain future event. For that reason this
plan is not included in the accumulation.

Construction and maintenance of fairway and other dredging activities
Maintenance Eemshaven - North Sea fairway

Fairway maintenance leads to turbidity (higher silt
concentrations) in the Wadden Sea. The background
concentrations assumed in this Appropriate Assessment
include the silt generated by sand excavation, which means
any cumulative effect is hereby included in the assessment.

Maintenance Emder Vahrwasser

Fairway maintenance leads to turbidity (higher silt
concentrations) in the Wadden Sea. The background
concentrations assumed in this Appropriate Assessment
include the silt generated by sand excavation, which means
any cumulative effect is hereby included in the assessment.

Widening Eemshaven - North Sea fairway

The TB/EIA for the widening of this fairway is currently being
prepared. As no decision has been taken yet, this project
should be disregarded in the cumulative impact assessment.

Widening Emder Vahrwasser

No final decision has been taken yet about widening the Emder
Fahrwasser. Therefore, this project should be disregarded in
the cumulative impact assessment.

Maintenance Eemshaven

Harbour maintenance leads to turbidity (higher silt
concentrations) in the Wadden Sea. The background
concentrations assumed in this Appropriate Assessment
include the silt generated by sand excavation, which means
any cumulative effect is hereby included in the assessment.

Overdue maintenance and deepening Eemshaven

The material released during this project is distributed during
the winter, and stops at such a time that no extra turbidity is
present when the algae growth season starts. As such, there is
no impact on primary production, which means accumulation
with turbidity due to cable-laying for Gemini can be
disregarded.

Maintenance Delfzijl harbour

Harbour maintenance leads to turbidity (higher silt
concentrations) in the Wadden Sea. The background
concentrations assumed in this Appropriate Assessment
include the silt generated by sand excavation, which means
any cumulative effect is hereby included in the assessment.

Maintenance Emden harbour

Harbour maintenance leads to turbidity (higher silt
concentrations) in the Wadden Sea. The background
concentrations assumed in this Appropriate Assessment
include the silt generated by sand excavation, which means
any cumulative effect is hereby included in the assessment.
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Explanation and relevant aspects

Other developments
Maasvlakte II

Sand excavation for Maasvlakte II (nearing completion) leads
to slightly higher silt concentrations in the Wadden Sea. The
background concentrations assumed in this Appropriate
Assessment include the silt generated by sand excavation,
which means any cumulative effect is hereby included in the
assessment.

(Future) sand excavations North Sea

The other existing sand excavations also lead to slightly higher
silt concentrations in the Wadden Sea. The background
concentrations assumed in this Appropriate Assessment
include the silt generated by sand excavation, which means
any cumulative effect is hereby included in the assessment.
Future - not yet permitted - sand excavations should be
disregarded in the cumulative impact assessment.

Table 12 Potentially relevant plans and project with regard to accumulation

Please find below the summarizing table of relevant initiatives and impact. The Appropriate Assessment

Collision risk

Deposition

Electromagnetic fields

Habitat contamination

Turbidity

Underwater noise

noise

Light

Development

Visual obstruction and above-water

further details the relevant initiatives and impact. Only the conclusions are given underneath the table.

Cables and pipes
COBRA cable – TenneT

X

X

X

X

X

X

NorNed

X

X

X

X

X

X

Wind farms
Onshore wind farms

X

X

Near-shore and offshore wind farms in the

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Netherlands
Near-shore and offshore wind farms in
Germany
Port and industrial developments Eemshaven
Nuon Magnum

X

X

RWE

X

X

Eemsmond Energie

X

X

Vopak Terminal Eemshaven

X

X

X

X

X

X

Construction/expansion of Beatrixhaven

X

X

X

X

X

X

Port and industrial developments Delfzijl
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Collision risk
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Development
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Table 13 Summarizing table of relevant initiatives and impact with regard to accumulation

Conclusion cumulative effects
We can draw the following conclusions with regard to accumulation of other initiatives:


There are possible cumulative effects from laying activities and the presence of other wind farms with
the Buitengaats and ZeeEnergie wind farms on both birds (collisions) and sea mammals (underwater
noise).



There are possible cumulative effects from laying activities and the presence of other wind farms with
the Buitengaats and ZeeEnergie wind farms on both birds (collisions) and sea mammals (underwater
noise).



Together with this project's shipping requirements, the cumulative impact from shipping due to the
transport of coal for the RWE power station, extra shipping movements for the VOPAK Terminal
Eemshaven and the expansion of the Beatrixhaven in the Eemshaven have been included in the impact
assessment.



Other initiatives are not cumulative with the Gemini project.

4.3

TESTING AGAINST THE LEGAL FRAMEWORK

The alternatives for the cable systems partially lie within the EEZ of the North Sea and partially within the
12-mile zone. The wind farms stand outside the 12-mile zone and can be found in the Dutch part of the
Exclusive Economic Zone (EEZ). Different legal standards and authorities apply within these areas. This is
explained below and Table 14 provides an overview.
Assessment framework outside the 12-mile zone, in the EEZ
The intended intervention takes place outside the 12-mile zone and the Nature Protection Act does not
apply in this case. Although the Habitat Directive has now been implemented in the Nature Protection Act
1998, the Habitat Directive serves as assessment framework within the context of the execution of the
plans for wind farms and permit granting under the Wbr. The legal framework for both wind farms is
formed by Article 6 of the Habitat Directive. The wind farm and part of the cable alternatives are therefore
directly tested against Article 6 of the Habitat Directive. The Flora and Fauna Act does not apply outside
the 12-mile zone either, but the Bird and Habitat Directive does. For that reason, species protection
provisions have only been tested for species listed in appendix IV to the Habitat Directive and birds
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appendix I of the Birds Directive. Also, areas outside the 12-mile zone are protected under the protection
frameworks of the Integral Management Plan North Sea 2015 and the National Ecological Network.
The area outside the 12-mile zone only requires a Wbr permit for the construction and operation of cables
and wind farms. Rijkswaterstaat North Sea is the only competent authority in that respect. According to
the Wbr it is (put briefly) not permitted to do anything with surface waters and water control structures
other than what they are intended for, without the permission of the Minister for Infrastructure and the
Environment.
Assessment framework inside the 12-mile zone, Dutch territorial sea
Apart from the Wbr, the 12-mile zone also falls under the Spatial Planning Act, the Nature Protection Act
and the Flora and Fauna Act. Part of the section of the cable route with its landfall in Eemshaven falls
within the 12-mile zone. The route intersects the Natura 2000 areas of Wadden Sea and North Sea coastal
zone. The Dutch areas are protected within the framework of the Nature Protection Act 1998. The areas
also fall under the protection frameworks of the Integral Management Plan North Sea 2015 and the
National Ecological Network.
Within the 12-mile zone

Outside the 12-mile zone

Nature Protection Act

Bird and Habitat Directive

Flora and Fauna Act

Bird and Habitat Directive

National Ecological Network

National Ecological Network

Integral Management Plan North Sea 2015

Integral Management Plan North Sea 2015

Table 14 Nature protection frameworks within and outside the 12-mile zone

Testing against the legal framework
The table below gives the test conclusion for each relevant assessment framework. The test shows that the
intention complies with the relevant legal frameworks.
Assessment

Criterion

Conclusion

Ban on intentionally killing or catching birds

The prohibitory clause is not violated

Ban on the intentional destruction, removal

The prohibitory clause is not violated

framework
Article 5 of the Bird
Directive

of and damage to nests and eggs
Ban on collecting eggs in a natural

The prohibitory clause is not violated

environment and to keep such eggs, even
when empty
Ban on any intentional disruption, particularly

The prohibitory clause is not violated

during the nesting and nursing period,
insofar as this disruption has a significant
impact on the objective of this directive
Ban on keeping birds of species that may

The prohibitory clause is not violated

not be hunted or caught
Articles 12 and 13 of

Ban on intentionally catching species or to

the Habitat Directive

kill species removed from the natural

The prohibitory clause is not violated

environment
Ban on intentionally killing species,

The prohibitory clause with regard to
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Assessment

Criterion

Conclusion

particularly during the breeding, nursing,

disturbing individuals of protected sea

hibernation and migration periods

mammals is temporarily violated (for the

framework

duration of the piling work). This also
applies when observing noise-restricting
measures and avoiding periods of seasonal
increase of porpoises.
When a project complies with certain
conditions, it can still be approved by virtue
of article 16 of the Habitat Directive. The
conditions for a deviating permit by virtue of
article 16 of the Habitat Directive have been
met.
Ban on damaging or destroying breeding

The prohibitory clause is not violated

and resting areas
Article 6 of the Habitat

Any significant impact on the maintenance

Directive

objectives of Natura 2000 area caused by
the wind farms and corresponding cables
can be ruled out

Nature Protection Act

Rule out, by virtue of objective data, that the

The impact has been assessed as not

project or act has a significant impact on the

significant.

area
IBM2015 Assessment

Definition of the spatial claim & application of

The planning of the wind farms was based

Framework

precautionary measures

on a general precautionary principle, i.e.
maximum avoidance of conflicts with the
individual protected values.

Choice of location & assessment of space

When assessing the intended location for

used

the wind farm, close consultation took place
with the developers of adjacent projects, so
that the scheduled projects will make
maximum use of the space available.
When scheduling the preferential route for
the export cables, basic principles relating to
the following were taken into account:


Key planning decision regarding Third
Wadden Sea Memorandum;

Benefit and necessity



Technical and financial feasibility;



Intersection of the fairway;



Ems-Dollard treaty area.

The Gemini wind farms make a substantial
contribution to the Dutch objective for
sustainable energy. The production output
of both parks is a joint 600 MW. The
anticipated annual electricity production is
2.4 TWh, which is more than 2% of the
current electricity consumption in the
Netherlands.
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Assessment

Criterion

Conclusion

Areas of particular ecological value

The construction and use of the wind farm

framework

and the laying and use of cable systems
have no negative consequences for the
protection objectives of the aforementioned
areas of particular ecological value. The
potential of the aforementioned areas to be
designated as a Natura 2000 area is
therefore not negatively affected by the
planned project.
Mitigation

The mitigating measures that form part of
the intended activity are contained in
paragraph 4.1. Additional mitigation is not
required, as significant negative impact can
be ruled out.

Compensation of impact

No significant impact on protection
objectives and protected species of national
and international protected areas are
expected. Individual compensation
measures are therefore not provided.

National Ecological

Deterioration of fundamental characteristics

The fundamental characteristics or values of

Network (NEN)

of values in the areas

the Wadden Sea and North Sea areas are
not significantly affected. As such, there is
no compensation need with a view to the
protection regime of the NEN.

Flora and Fauna Act

Prohibitory clauses of the Flora and Fauna

When execution takes place in accordance

Act

with the Mitigation Plan, any negative
impact on protected species can be
prevented or limited. However, not all
damage can be avoided, which means
prohibitory clauses will be violated for some
species. This generally concerns species
that are subject to an exemption.

Table 15 Testing against the legal framework

4.4

MITIGATING AND COMPENSATORY MEASURES

So as to reduce the negative impact of the wind farms and export cables, mitigating (extenuating, relief)
measures can be taken. Mitigating measures can be implemented during the various project phases,
namely construction (building and transport), use (use, management and maintenance) and termination
(destruction and removal). In addition to these different phases, mitigating measures for the various
sections of the wind farm are also possible.
Table 16 contains the list of measures regarding the impact of the wind farms, whether these measures are
prescribed by law and if they form part of the intended activity.
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Aspect

Maritime and safety

Measure

Prescribed

Forms part of the intended

by law

activity

Use of AIS

No

Yes

Use of tugs

No

Yes, but depends on third
parties (coast guard)

Shipping and fishing

Burying cables

No

Yes

Ban on shipping and use in the wind

No

Yes

No

Yes

Archaeological study (KNA)

Yes

Yes

Implementation plan in consultation with

Yes

Yes

No

No, on account of the limited

farms, also in relation to flora and fauna.
Archaeology and

Avoid known cultural historical elements

cultural history

(such as shipwrecks)

the National Service for Archaeology,
Cultural Landscape and Built Heritage
(RACM)
Birds

Switch off wind turbines during migration
nights
Deviating colours on turbines

effectiveness of the measure
No

No, on account of a lack of
clarity about the effectiveness of
the measure and it is not
permitted outright

Noise emissions

Soft-start procedure

No

Yes

Use of pingers

No

Yes

No piling when sea mammals are

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Air bubble curtain

No

No, cannot be applied in the

Sound-absorbing cover

No

Extension of pulse time

No

present
Move piling activities outside the main
season

project environment
No, cannot be applied in the
project environment
No, given the effectiveness in
relation to feasibility
Accumulation

Only one piling system operational at any

No

5

Yes

No

6

No

No removal of sediment

No

No, not effective

Active erosion protection

No

Yes

one time
No simultaneous implementation of wind
farms
Protected valuables*

Table 16 List of mitigating measures that may be implemented with regard to the impact of the wind farms.
* See also the ban on shipping and use in the wind farms, under Shipping and Fishing

Table Table 17 contains the list of measures regarding the impact of the export cables, whether these
measures are prescribed by law and if they form part of the intended activity.
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Aspect

Measure

Prescribed

Forms part of the intended

by law

activity

Restrict activities, avoid vulnerable areas

Partially

Yes

Adjust technologies

Partially

Yes

Period of activities

Partially

Yes

Hydromorphology

Regular checks on exposure

No

Yes

Commercial fishing

Activities during deviating period

No

No

Archaeology

Avoid known cultural historical elements

No

Yes

Archaeological study (KNA)

Yes

Yes

Implementation plan in consultation with

Yes

Yes

Nature

(such as shipwrecks)

the National Service for Archaeology,
Cultural Landscape and Built Heritage
(RACM)
Table 17 List of mitigating measures that may be implemented with regard to the impact of the export cables

4.5

KNOWLEDGE GAPS

Introduction
The development of offshore wind farms has a brief history. The first monitoring evaluations for offshore
wind farms in the Netherlands, the UK, Denmark and Germany have now been released. However, this
concerns results from relatively short monitoring periods. It is not yet possible to provide any certainty
about long-term impact. Current developments and study programmes do however provide points of
reference for an impact prediction, as presented in this EIA.
During (the preliminary study into) the impact prediction of this EIA, various knowledge gaps were
observed. It concerns gaps that reduce the insight into the nature and scope of the impact of the
Buitengaats and ZeeEnergie wind farms in particular, and gaps that restrict the insight into the realization
options of offshore wind farms in general. There is still uncertainty about the impact, particularly the
cumulative impact of several wind farms / cables and other activities on the North Sea.
The existing knowledge gaps can be attributed not only to the brief history of offshore wind energy, but
also in a wider sense, our knowledge about animal species and their densities, diversity and behaviour
also needs improving. Our knowledge about the distribution and migration of birds, sea mammals and
non-commercially interesting fish species is limited. More is known about the distribution of commercial
fish species, but that is mainly on a large scale. The development of knowledge of various aspects will
improve thanks to the study that is currently underway at home and abroad. The results from monitoring
studies of developments other than offshore wind energy also provide knowledge about long-term
impact.
How knowledge gaps may affect the decision-making process
According to our predictions, a decision to construct the Buitengaats and ZeeEnergie wind farms can be
taken, despite the existing knowledge gaps and uncertainties, as all knowledge gaps would hamper an
exact quantification only. The fundamental impact relationships are known and the available literature
enables us to make a qualitative, and partially also a semi-quantitative assessment of the impact. The next
paragraph outlines the important uncertainties with regard to the relevant aspects. These aspects are:
birds, sea mammals, fish, macrozoobenthos, archaeology and accumulation.
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Birds
'Important uncertainties' only arise when assessing the night-time and poor weather collision risk, as
representative data for these situations is lacking. Gaps in information about nesting birds in the vicinity
of the cable route and landfall site can be overcome by moving building activities outside breeding
periods.
Sea mammals
In general, the data available is sufficient, to some extent, to be able to assess sea mammal stocks in the
project area and to assess the potential environmental impact. Only the precision of the prognosis is
hampered by the knowledge gaps. This particularly applies to the quantification of the number of animals
affected by certain impact (e.g. density of seals in the open sea within the area that is affected by piling
noise). In such cases, a qualitative score ('many', 'little', etc.) is possible. Statements about impact on
populations are a derivative of that.
Fish
'Important uncertainties' arise when assessing the impact of the piling activities during the construction
phase, the operational noise and the 'oasis effect' and 'refugium effect'. That is why monitoring is
recommended for these aspects. There are also knowledge gaps in the impact assessment regarding
magnetic fields along the cables. However, in this case, monitoring by a single wind-farm operator is
difficult to execute, and we feel it is more appropriate to extend a fundamental study on a European scale.
We assume these 'important uncertainties' will not form an obstruction in identifying a potentially
significant impact in accordance with the EIA.
The fish larvae model prepared within the framework of the Appropriate Assessment is a first attempt at
quantifying the potential impact of piling activities on fish larvae. The expert judgement for translating the
results into the Buitengaats and ZeeEnergie wind farms was executed by a group of prominent fish and
fish larvae experts. A number of worst-case assumptions were made for the fish larvae model. It is
therefore possible that the reduction of larvae transport will be lower than described so far. The reduction
is less likely to be higher. In our opinion therefore, the knowledge gaps with regard to fish larvae do not
form an obstruction for approval.
Macrozoobenthos
'Important uncertainties' arise when assessing the impact of the 'oasis effect' and 'refugium effect' in
combination with the changes to the fish fauna and a-biotic conditions in the immediate vicinity of the
turbines. That is why monitoring is recommended for these aspects. As experience about corrosion
protection was gained with the German FINO 1 research platform which, despite being equipped with a
cathode protection still shows signs of a lot of growth, we feel a further study into this aspect is not
required, despite the knowledge gaps. There are no major knowledge gaps in the impact assessment
regarding the cables. We assume that the 'important uncertainties' will not form an obstruction in
identifying a potentially significant impact in accordance with the EIA.
Archaeology
'Important uncertainties' arise during the impact assessment as a result of partially basing it on an
archaeological expectation model. This model has not been tested. During the planning process, the
expectation needs to be converted into set values/sites by means of an archaeological field study. This has
also been indicated under the mitigating measures for archaeology.
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Cumulative impact
There are 'important uncertainties' about the impact of accumulation of multiple wind farms and other
functions. There is a need for a practicable method that makes it possible to predict cumulative impact and
to make a translation thereof for initiators. A model (CUMULEO), initially developed by TNO, may offer a
solution in the future. However, this model requires a number of modules and the underlying database
needs supplementing.
The cumulative impact of several wind farms on migration routes of birds and foraging options in
particular needs more attention. This also applies to the impact of several wind farms on underwater noise
during the construction phase.
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